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I. TY1707JUOTION

American foreign policy toward Africa lacks a strong

influence on the part of Africa's natural constituency in the

United States. This paper argues that Afro-Americans must seek

to have a greater impact on the United States' strategy aimed at

Africa. The ethnic group influence can only be accomplished by

viewing the role for Afro-Americans through the prisims of America's

Africa strategy; a case study of Modesia which illustrates the

policy; and finally, an examination of a framework for a strategy

by which blacks can have a greater influence on the policy.

Critical analysis of Afro-American influence on the United

States' Africa strategy underscores the presuppositicn that blacks

have an impact on domestic politics which, in turn, provides the

transmission for them to affect international relations with Africa.

yowever, this is not the case for peculiar constraints hinder

blacks from devoting their full attentions to Africa. Thus, while

btk.&s. spend the majority of their time concentrating on strengthening

their uncertain political situation in America, it becomes imper-

ative for them to begin turning their heads more toward Africa.

-Examination of their domestic position clearly shows the atrocities

Afro-Americans have been subjected to in America.

An historical overview of blacks in America evidences

an attempt to disconnect them from the homeland Africa. Africans

came to the United States as slaves where they were sold like

property to willing buyers and then stripped of their cultures.

3y the time the second and the third generations of the slaves

appeared in America, they had no idea of their cultural heritage.
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Toreover, as Jacob Drachler points out, "the Negro would come

to think of Africa as a dangerous place, its people as brutish

pagans whose best hope was to be made Christian." 1 Besides

demonstrating one of the oppressor's tactics to strip the culture,

the quote not only displays the change in the minds of the descendants

of the first slaves, but also exemplifies their developing impress-

ions of Africa. In short, blacks were told that Africa sheltered

savage human beings; this caused blacks to develop both a low

regard of Africa and a poor image of themselves since they knew

that they descendeAfrorn these "brutish pagans."

Slacks live in this subservient status for quite some

time, however, one does observe several plans to get them back

to their homeland. In 17'77, the 'Free Africa Society, organized

by free blacks, calls for Negroes to be repatriated to Africa. In

1°15, Paul Cuffe, a black shipowner, takes freedmen to Africa

"at his own expense." This trend continues for in 1 9 19, the

American Colonization Society, a "primarily white organization,"

establishes blacks in —onrovia, Liberia. The prominent Mack

intellectual W.2.3.0u3ois, explains the oppressor's rationale

behind the ACS. He notes that 'their immigrants to Liberia

found that Africans did not regard them as Africans; and then it

became clear by 1930 that colonization schemes were a device

to rid America of free Africans so as to fasten slaves more

firmly to support the cotton kingdom." 2 This proves the

insincerity of the ACS while illustrating that the Africans did

not regard black Americans as having the same ancestors. 	 oreover,

of critical importance is the fact the strategy of mind colonization



had become successful.

In the early 1920's, ':arcus Garvey and his United Negro

Improvement Association (UNIA) raise black consciousness with

the slogan "31ack is 3eautiful!" and the "pack to Africa 7.ovement."

Specifically, Garvey planned to take a number of blacks to Liberia

for settlement while proclaiming himself PrOvisional President

of Africa. Unfortunately, he had never visited Africa nor did

he consult with the Liberians to see if they would be receptive

to black Americans. The movement disintegrated along with ,:rarvey's

organization and the Jamaican was soon incarcerated on charges of

tax evasion. This endeavor shows similarity with one of the

implicit motives of the ACS--get blacks out of America-- in that

Garvey courted company with the 71U 'lux 71an and other anti-black

organizations so that he could achieve his goal.

Concurrently, there also developed another crusade to get

blacks to refocus their eyes on Africa: Fan— Africanism. This

concept was originated in 1900 by a Trinidadian named H. Sylvester-

Williams, but the ideology did not bet'in to gain momentum until

1919 when Du3ois adopted the term and used it for the First

ran-African Congress which was held in Paris. :u3ois argues

that this idea "expressed a real demand for examination of the

African situation and a plan of treatment from the native African

point of view." 3 Colin Legum maintains that not only does

Fan-Africanism rest on "colour consciousness" but it also becomes

a "vehicle for the struggle of black people to regain their pride,

their strength and their independence." 4 Thus, Pan-Africanism

hinges on establishing racial pride among those of African descent

while also encouraging blacks to focus their eyes on Africa.
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The notion of Pan-Africanism is well taken, however, it

should be noted that this concept t as advanced by DuBois and

other5 was, for the most part, an elite movement geared towards

an elite audience. Hence it did not reach the masses.

The Pan-African movement expires in 1945, but the 'asic

ideology continues to exist in what is called the diaspora which

is the dispersal of Africans throughout the world. Legum advances

a quote about Pan-Africanism) however, which also outlines the

gist of the diaspora concept:

The emotional impetus for its concepts flowed from
the experiences of a widely-dispersed people-those of
African stock-who felt themselves eithar physically
through dispossession or slavery, or socially, economically,
politically and mentally through colonialism, to have
lost their homeland; and with this came enslavement,
persecution,inferiority, discrimination and dependency. 5

In essence, followers of Pan-Africanism seek to bridge the gulf

between Africa and America. The renowned Black author and critic,

Ralph Ellison, highlights the focal point of the diaspora for he

mainta -iiis that " 'by raising the possibility of Africa as a

'homeland,' we give Africa an importance on the symbolic level

that it hoes not have in the actual thinking of poeple' ". 6

Ellison argues that the image of Africa as the homeland must

be created in the minds of black Americans since colonization

prohibited retention of the motherland's importance. This notion

introduces one of this paper's key points.

A positive picture of Africa must be developed in order

to negate the myths and stereotypes designed about the continent

by the enslavers. At the base of this debate is the falsehood

that Africa and its people
i
as portrayed in Tarzan movies help
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to cause Afro-Americans to deny affiliation with the continent.

Drachler supports my argument with his assertion that "for most

black Americans the idea of being bracketed with Africans became

tainted with embarassment and shame." 7 Thus, what I call the

"Tarzan hypothesis" or the idea inculcated in the minds of black

Americans that Africa is still the uncivilized "Dark Continent."

This evidences just one more myth the oppressors utilize to

colonize the minds of blacks in America.

The solution to the elimination of these myths and stereotypes

is couched on Pan-Africanism. Simply put, the theme is "the

wish to create a common identity between all those of Negro stock,

to establish a greater sense of solidarity and security; to

achieve a sense of oneness, a political belonging between isolated,

uprooted communities of the diaspora first with each other and

then with Africa." 9 In short, these people of African descent

must identify their commonalities and shared experiences before

merging with blacks in Africa.

Once the diaspora concept becomes more firmly implanted

in the minds of Afro-Americans, then one can legitimately say

that they can look to Africa as the homeland. This is merely

a problem of internal development which will be solved in time.

Cne is now prepared to deal with the influence blacks can have

on America's foreign policy toward Africa, but first, a restructuring

of the American politicoeconomic system becomes quite necessary

before moving to the international arena.

In Black Americans and the Political System, Lucius T. Barker

and Jesse J. ::_cCorry,Jr. i point out that "the biggest problem
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that black Americans face is that they are in a country that

has historically oppressed black people because because they

are black." 9 One infers that thi6 analysis can also be applied

to the African foreign policy since decisionmakers place Africa

on the "lowest rung of the ladder." Thus, this mentality can

be said to exist in all parts of the diaspora.

The authors support my contention that blacks must first

gain strength and confidence in the American rolitical system

before venturing to influence foreign policy. 3arker and :"cCorry

contend that "the turbulence and dissatisfaction of the seventies

have led to some significant declines in black trust in the

government." 10 The two authors present statistics to corroborate

their statement, but the key factor that one encounters is why

should distrustful blacks seek to become part of a system that

traditionally oppresses them.

The American political system will not undergo any substantial

changes, however,	 must develop to the extent that this new

role for blacks can be accomodated. Conversely, one speculates

that this negative image of the government might be reversed

in terns of the way blacks perceive the current president, Jimmy Carter.

Although recent polls suggest that his popularity is diminishing,

owe maintains that the black electorate carries primary responsibility

for putting the Georgian in office. Mile this does not connote

that blacks are no loner disillusioned with the system, it does,

on the other hand, intimate that they attempt to give the political

structure another chance.

In sum, then, there exists a persecuted people , who lack
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both substantial power and influence in the American political

system. This same ethnic group experiences attempts to have

both their homeland and their culture forced out of their memories

while simultaneously having their minds colonized by the oppressors.

In turn, myths and stereotypes are inculcated to make this people

ashamed of their African heritage. Nevertheless, these oppressive

tactics are not enough to make blacks totally divorce themselves

from Africa. Indeed, despite the circumstances, Afro-Americans

have somehow been able to maintain their connection to the homeland.

Presently, some political scientists such as Anthony Lake criticize

Afro-Americans for not being attentive enough to America's foreign

policy toward Africa; yet he, and other critics, fail to consider

the plight and past of blacks in America. I shall not condescend

to the level of those who contend that Afro-Americans have not

been, nor will ever be l an effective force in America. Blacks do

have impact and possess the potential to carry more weight in

America. ::oreover, they must exert greater influence on America's

foreign policy toward Africa.

To accomplish this inquiry on the role for Afrc-Americans in

America's foreign policy toward Africa, a systematic investigation

must be employed. The following chapter focuses on American

foreign policy toward Africa. It is in this chapter that

outline those characteristics which distinguish the African strategy

from all others. .oreover, these features cause the Africa policy

to remain on the low rung of the foreign policy ladder. Chatter

three contains a closer look at the strategy through a case study

of our policy towards khodesia. This instructive example evidences
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those traits that cause not only the Rhodesian policy, but also the

more general strategy aimed at Africa, to be an incredible failure.

More important, this illustrates one way that Afro-Americans can

influence policy.

In chapter four, I advance a strategy for the development of a

framework by which blacks can influence foreign policy. This is

accomplished through the formulation of an effective interest

group which gives Afro-Americans more leverage to influence the

Africa strategy. :Finally, the last chapter provides a sPecific

examination of the role for Afro-Americans in America's foreign

policy toward Africa. It is in this chapter that I advance my

"Afro-American Influence ::odcf" which introduces a systematic

proceedure by which they can exert an even greater influence

on U.S. policy toward Africa. It is important for Afro-Americans

to influence policy. Let us now begin this excursion by exploring

the basic features of American foreign policy toward Africa.
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II. AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY TOWARDS AFRICA: A 21ISPERCEIVED STRATEGY

Political scientists speculate about the characteristics of

American foreign policy toward Africa. Generally speaking,

Henry Kissinger feels that the strategy is couched on "flexive

response" by the component agencies of the bureaucracy. Conversely,

John Donovan insists that U.S. international relations mirrors

the ideals of an elite group of men who perceive policymaking

through the prism of the cold war. Aaron Segal provides additional

support for this proposition in his assertion that these cold

war: Str;iktelt4-'4 do not take African problems seriously; "nor are

they seen from an African perspective." 11 Of critical importance

is the notion that America's foreign policy is couched in the

national interests. In short, this country's decisionmakers

attempt to act in what they perceive as the best interests of

the United States.

The national interest remains as one of the most nebulous

terms to be tossed around by political scientists. As a result,

there arise several ways of conceptualizing the national interest;

this paper entertains three of these examples. One argument

can be discovered in the idea of globalism which nssinger supports

in his assertion that "it is part of American folklore that,

while other nations have interests, we have responsiitilities;

while other nations are concerned with equilibrium, we are concerned

with the legal reauirements of peace." 12 This demonstrates

a global U.S. foreign policy aimed -t maintaining stability in

the world. Thus, through the eyeglass of this example, the national

interest could be said to exist for the preservation of world
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peace.

A second example of the national interest becomes illuminated

in the notion of imperialism. This "is an outcome of two factors-

the disparity in power among states and the ability of the more

powerful to turn the disparity to their advantage." 13 3ecause

of this imbalance of power, and the fact that the	 is a major

world power, America must take the lead in world politics. This

country must actively seek to Iiiitervene and be influential in

the course of maintaining world order. While many explanations

such as the economic need for raw materials and foreign markets are

offered to support imperialism, it seems that maintenance of

American security must also be considered. consideration of

this particular example illustrates a more active national interest

which demonstrates the United States dictating world activities

so as to preserve American security.

7xamination of a third view of the national interest

displays an area-centered strategy. This policy is less active

than the former ones as it carefully scrutinizes the world to

see what are the needs and interests of a particular area; afterwards,

a policy is developed to accomodate this outlook. This paradigm

proposes that the American national interest differs for each

area of the world. In sum, then, the aforementioned models

demonstrate different efforts to visualize the national interest

in terms of different sets of priorities. This author feels

that the multifaceted national interest comprises an area-centered

strategy along with the additional characteristics of maintaining

the balance of Power so as to preserve peace in the world.
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This forms the bulwark of American foreign policy.

In discussing America's Africa policy, the more general

strategy directed towards the Third World cannot be overlooked.

In the case of Third World countries, the U.3. shows interest

in them because of their strategic locations. Segal corroborates

this contention in his statement that "our tottAitstrin a country

or a continent often depends on whe+her or not someone in the

Pentagon thinks that we may need a piece of its real estate

as a site for a military base." 14 Arguably, the Third World

offers more than	 strategic sites; however, policy focused on

that area looks through the Prism of how much the U.S. can get

for relatively little or no price and effort. In other words,

the benefits greatly outweigh the risks. The exploitive nature

of the Third World/Africa policy has additional features which

distinguish it from those plans developed for most other countries.

Antinationalism is one example of how the Third World

policy can be distinguished from other ones. ::elvin 7,urtov

argues that it is "an attitude of indifference and sometimes

disdain on the part of American policy-makers toward Third World

societies and eanle." 15 As a result, these countries are

treated as "cold war symbols" since antinationalism causes political

power conflicts to be "mistakenly perceived as ideological struggles

between pro- and anti-communists; and the increasingly-common

interest of Th±rdWorld .governments in self- reliance and selr-

directedness is ignored."	 Indigenous in this policy stance,

then , is a basic fear cf communism on the part of these American

decisionmakers who still possess an old cold war mentality in
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a new international environment.

he misunderstanding of the international arena causes

all Third ;'World rebellions to be perceived as the work of communists.

The other illusion is that these societies turn to communism

because this socioeconomic system is directly connected to

::oscow. 3asically, this provides a plain example ;-Yf the appearance

versus reality theme. 'lost 'third world people want self-determination

or the right to select the type of government which works for

their best interests and not necessarily those of the United

`:3 -tates.

Antinationalism also innlies a racist mentality on the
„Agctsionivih6-s .

part of some	 It re-loins to be seen whether this

idea is true or false, however, there must be some consideration

given to this hypotheses since the Africa policy, like the domestic

struggles of As7ro-Americans, su -7ests a touch of racism.

W. -2. efuatey-:odjoe supports this contention in his argument

that "Mizlo-Zaxonism" "underpins the cultural aspect of the U.L;.

national interes (since it; is based on the alleed superorit -:

of the Anglo-:axon culture and its institutions..." 17 	implies

that this cultural superiority constitutes the bulwark of American

policy which should be restructured so as tb eliminate discriminatory

practices. In sum, then, there has been advanced different

outlooks for defining the national interest; nevertheless, in

foreign policyr!aking the matter is still relatively unresolved.

It is here that Richard -=ornet's point of "whose interests are

being expressed" 11 seert-:, applicable to this situation.

the purposes of this paper, the area-centered stratey shall be
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employed to indicate and reflect the American national interests.

United States foreign policy traditionally defers to

the Europeans. This strategy causes Africa to be placed on the

"low rung of the foreign policymaking ladder." Frodf of this

idea can be located in Waldemar Nielsen's contention that

"whenever European and African interest, intersect or conflict,

as they frequently have, Africa must be subordinated." 19

Creorge - T Houser maintains that "the sad fact is that U.S. Policy

is not related to the dynamics of change in Africa nor to the

reality of the Third	 7cprld."	 zolicymakers must realize that

Africa, like some other Third Yorld nations, may not be suitable

for a democratic regime:. This is not to say that Africa could

not survive under a democracy, but in the interests of the region,

it might be more advantageous for the existence of an alternative

form of politico-economic rule. The U.S. seems to frown on anything

other than a "liberal democracy." 21 The trend that develops

shows a policy designed to thwart communism or any reasonable

facsimile-at any expense- just as long as the status quo can be

maintained. 22

Cr critical importance is Stephen 7eissran's "chaos-to-

communis7" hypothesis. 23 This supposition maintains that when a

country becomes unstable, then it becomes susceptible to communism

which conflicts with the U.S. national interests. Nielsen offers

indirect supl)ort in his contention that "Africa is an area of

instability, and the instability which has thus far occurred

has often produced international repercussions." 211- R ,7;ardless

of the stability or instability of an African nation, American
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policymakers still do not envision a country possessing a communist

economic system. As Gurtov points out, "the conflict may stem from

the conviction of every :=resident from Truman to Nixon that no

people would freely choose a communist form of government." 25

The key for the development of a strong and viable policy toward

Africa is for the T.T.:;. technocrats to restructure their views of

communism as a socioeconomic system in the international arena.

In dictating American policy, these men should take into consideration

what might be good for a particular African nation. This leads

to the question of whether Americans have a right to- determine

what kind of government would best benefit the people of a particular

country. "elf-determination, again, provides the answer to this

controversy. A closer look at American foreign policy toward

Africa reveals the exclusion of the aforementioned concept.

Tor the purposes of this paper, Nielsen's contentions on

the features of U.3. ditlomacy in Arica shall be employed.

Analysis of these characteristics displays, for the most tart,

a relatively ineffective strategy to deal with an aspirin; :hird

'ilorld nation. 7xamination of the first point shows hi-, arguing

that "official concern for Africa at the h'-hest levels of

American government is extremely vulnerable to distraction when

'crises appear elsewhere in the world." 26 This particular argument

displays one of the primary reasons wny Africa remains on the

bottom of the policy stockpile. Evidence of this notion can

be seen in a number of different settings beginning with the

Cuban - Issas Crisis throu -'1, the 7iet	 :ar and other developments

in the int ernational'Thus the Africa policy remains



subordinated to the general scheme of American diplomacy.

The•second contention is that "U.S. policy in the main

has been shaped and controlled by events outside of Africa,

including deVelopments within the United States rather than

within Africa itself." 27 This suggests that a formal U.S.

policy toward Africa has not been drawn up since the strategy

becomes subjed. to external influences in the rest of the world

while also being. subservient to domestic crises in the United

States. The alleged posture toward Africa indirectly deals

with the continent since external factors, like the Europeans

and the Soviets, must first be considered. :iowever, this statement

also evidences some positive implications: the fact that the

Africa policy can be influenced by domestic factors in the U.S.

suggests that Afro-Americans can have an impact on the strategy

by influencing its developers.

nelsen's third point maintains that "Aerican policy

has to an unusual degree tended to be pragmatic rather than

doctrinaire, and reactive rather than active." 27 Thus, no

formal policy guideline has been established since there is no

strategy for decisionmakers to adhere to when dealing with Africa.

a)reover, .a reactive policy suggest inconsistency if irrational

actions are taken. :his demOnstrates another reason why policy

fails miserably in Africa.

Granted, all countries of the continent are not the same

nor dO they all have identical problems; conversely, they have

peculiar features which distinguish one country form the next.

gut this does not excuse the United States from a reflexive
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foreign policy which deals with problems as they arise. The

goal of any cohesive strategy is both consistency and foresight,

and policy should seek to mirror these characteristics if it is

to be, in fact, a policy. Nevertheless, these points remain

in line with the precedin7, ones since they indicate that Africa is

not regarded with any importance by the orchestrators of our

foreign policy.

Nielsen advances in point four that "the basic posture

through the tumultous changed of recent years has been to maintain

contact and communication with all parties, to avoid long-term

committments wherever possile and to keep costs, risks, and

responsibilities to a minimum." 29 Again,  this concept supports

the notion of the low regard the nation's decisionmakers have

for Africa. First, with said policy, the U.S. makes no formal

committments to support any country but rather the strategy remains

flexible. Secondly, Nielsen insinuates that the U.S. does not

want to get into a position of overcommitting itself for a particular

cause. (Txamination of America's forei n policy towards the

Congo from 1960-1964 suggests otherwise.) Finally, minimizing

"co-sqq. risks, and resposibilities" will never allow U.S. policy

in Africa to reach a higher runt on the ladder. The policy

developed for a continent as large as Africa seems more like

a strategy for a nation that has absolutely nothing to off - r.

' ,Tielsen's fifth and final point takes the colicymaking

to a higher level. He argues that "in the totality of American

policy elements of idealism and a broad conception of international

responsibilit).:, coexist with traditional and narrower considerations
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of economic and strategic self-interest." 3° 7ssentially, he

advances America's larger role as a global peacekeeper coinciding

with maintenance of the national interests. This implies that

policy does not deal. Primarily with Africa but rather must first

be cognizant of occurrences in the international arena. The

concluding analysis evidences an American strategy which consciously

and consistently subordinates foreign policy toward Africa.

The solution rests on doing what is 'zest for Africa.

In continuing along this policymaking line, George Houser

advances the wants of Africa. He argues that "most Africa wants

secure nationhood, political stability, improved education,

expanded health facilities, and genuine economic progress." 3 1

It seems that policy to this date has not considered what Africa
cfectsibnmAt4,-,s

wants, but rather what the U.3. wants. American

envisage the important factor of political stability as being

solely a democratic government as opposed to a system working

for the people of a particular country. If this is, in fact,

the case, then a very important auestion must be raised: how does

this strategy develop?

In tracing the historical development of American foreign

policy toward Africa, it becomes apparent that the U.S. moves

from a "nonexistence of an African policy, to a fragmentary policy,

to a first approximation of a general position and a more comprehensive

view of the continent." 32 In addition, the :.2 becomes stronger

in Africa as the European powers begin leaving the continent. With

this occurrence, America becomes fully immersed in the politics

of Africa while retaining the feature of deferring to the European

powers whenever any conflict of interests occurs.
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A more in—depth investigation of the historical development

of the Africa policy displays an interesting beginning. Time

and space do not permit a full historical overview, so for the

purposes of this paper the analysis commences at the year 1950.

It is in this year that Secretary of State George :IcGhee explains

a policy exemplifying the following points:

1. First, to see that the peoples of Africa
advance toward full independence and in accordance
with the principles of the United Nations Charter.

2. Second, to assure the development of mutually
advantageous economic relations between Europe
and Africa in the interest of contributing to
the restoration of a sound European economy and
of furthering the aspirations of the African
peoples.

3. Third, to preserve the right of the United
States to equal treatment and access in the
development of the continent.

4. Fourth, to help provide "an environment in
which the African peoples will feel that their
aspirations can be best served by continued
association and c9pperation with the nations of
the free world." .2'

A point-by-point analysis evidences the following criticisms.

First, it is extremely doubtful that the United States policymakers

truly desire a Th±td World nation to become totally independent

mainly because the U.S. is in the midst of a cold war in 1950

and both supen,powers want to get as many nations as possible

in tneir respective camps. moreover, traditional U.S. strategy

strives to keen Third World nations in a state or dependency.

Examination of the second noint shows America desiring to aid in

the rebuilding of the post-war European economy. u_owever, it

seems to be virtually impossible that our neighbor's economy
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can be restructured while American decisionmakers simultaneously

advance the interest of the African people. These two phenomena

do not go hand-in-hand.

!,:cGhee's th±rd policy point expresses the emerging American

interest in the African continent for the U.S., too, desires to

accrue some of the benefits in the alleged "development" of a

Third World nation. Finally, of all the contentions, the fourth

one borders on absurdity in that it suggests that those interests of

Africans are being considered in the process of the continent's

development. There is no historical evidence to support this

contention. Thrthermore, if Africans aspire for political freedom

or self-determination, then this would be unheard of as long

as the United States has its own interests at stake. It should

be noted that these points comprise the goals of policy and not

the strategy as it actually exists. A look at Eisenhower's

administration supports this argument.

In assuming that :McGhee summarizes thlU.S. stance, then

the Eisenhower regime does not adhere to the aforementioned

points. Specifically, Nielsen advances those features which

portray Eisenhower's policy. In paraphrasing the author's contentions,

one witnesses the following:

1. No machinery to deal with African issues.

2. ?esponsibility for handling said issues in
hands of career diplomats who are ;eared  towards
European affairs rather than those in Africa.

3. These officials, in turn, lecture Africans on
"premature independence."

U. The style of presenting the American viewpoint
on African issues "made rolicy seem worse than it actually
was." 35
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Essentially, Eisenhower's problems contradict - :cGhee's outline.

The most obvifius discrepancy exists between - :cGhee's notion of

"full independence" of the African people and the fact that

career Europeanists warn the Africans of "premature indenendence."

This provides an excellent example of the "say one thing and

do another" syndrome which typifies Anerican foreign policy.

In retrospect, history implies that policy guidelineg' advanced

by decisionmakers cannot always be put into action. This same

contradiction also demonstratesiNthese EurOpeanists obviously

feel that the Africans are incapahle of ruling themselves. The

inconsistency of the Africa policy suggests the nonexistence of

any coherent strategy to deal with a foreign country which

constitutes a very serious problem for the Americans. However,

the Kennedy administration attempts to make Africa a salient

issue in the 1960's.

In his campaign for the presidency, John F. Kennedy plans

to give Africa more importance in American foreign policy. To

accomplish this feat, Nielsen points out that "leading Africanists

were enlisted as consultants by the state 7spartment, and varous

American 7egro organizations were encouraged to take more active

interest in African issues, a step which, though sound in concept,

produced few short-term results and seemed premature" 34 Kennedy

also falls into the trap of over-commiting himself before having

a firm understanding of the issue. Corroboration of this argument

comes from Nielsen who contends that "the same fundamental concerns

of national security, the same web of international committments,

the same preoccupation with communism and the cold war reasserted
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themselves a few months after President Kennedy's innauguration." 37

Thus Africa does not skyrocket as an important issue while the

policy, too, fails to get off the ground.

The cold war mentality lingers on, gaining momentum after

the Say of Pigs fiasco, and finally reaches a peak after the

Cuban :issle Crisis. TIrie latter event, in particular, sets the

trend for the future American foreign policy since maintenance

of the containment doctrine, 34 :p-prohibiting the further spread of

communism, takes priority in any policy formulation. The Cuban

issue Crisis provides an excellent illustration of the precarious

relationship between the superpowers. 3 9 Hence, America's policy

toward Africa does not change, but rather the Kennedy administration is

"confronted by the old necessity of balancing U.3, interests and

objectives in Africa against those in other parts of the world." 40

Moreover, this supports the contention of Africa being on the

low rung of the ladder because of the ineffectiveness of policy.

3y 1966, America's international relations focuses on

the spiraling conflict in Southeast Asia rather than Africa.

President Lyndon Johnson recognizes the African political situattn,

particularly the imbi4,64nced rule in Southern Africa; however,

none of his African policy statements indicate a change in strategy,

but rather a rewording of an old ideology. In retrospect from

1950 to 1966, policymaking toward Africa does not undergo any

drastic change mainly because decisionmakers seem to be content

with having Africa subordinate to all other causes.

A more specific investigation of U.S. diplomacy toward

Africa occurs in the next section of this paper in the format of

a case study of ?hodesia. There should be the realization that
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from the late 60's through the early 70's, American foreign

policy rests on the bottom of the totem pole. This is true in

both the past and the present which leads for some steculation

about the future.

The trend of ".3. policy seems to be changing for it
e	

oncannot continue Mre4F-4	 on an outdated ideology to form the

,Troundwork for any resulting plans. Frederick Arkhurst sheds light

on this proposition in his argument that "U.S. policy toward Africa

will be determined by the perceived interests of America in Africa... .

This illustrates the increasingly important relationship between the

U.S. and Africa which could push the latter to the forefront of

our foreign policy. The basis of this analysis is couched on the

fact that Africa Possesses a wealth of raw materials badly needed

by the United States.

Another factor which plays an integral role in this matter

becomes exemplified in American decisionmakers who perceive the

importance of Africa and the rest of the Third World in both the

international arena and the international economic order. The

Third World's call for the establishment of a new international

economic order connotes that it may be tossible for the system

2to be restructured. 	 If this is, in fact, the case, then America's

interest in Africa should become more important and hopefully lead

to the development of a better posture.

There remain two essential tasks that will safeguard a

better stance toward Africa. They are "first, to help strengthen

African capacity for the self regulation of outbreaks of disorder

and second, to reconstruct and rehabilitate the peacekeeping
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machinery of the United Nations." 43 Obvrciusly, the impact the

UN could have on American diplomacy would lead to the formulation

of a better strategy. With this development, the U.S. would not

have to continually resume its role as a "global policeman" since

the UN would have a more domineering effect on African disorders.

The aforementioned proposition goes hand-in-hand with

that advanced by Ofuatey-Kodjoe. 	 e argues that "the main political

goals of African diplomacy at the United Nations have been the

eradication of colonialism and racial discrimination and the

Promotion of human rights in general." 44 In addition, the further

development of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) can play

a crucial role in the settlement of interstate disputes since

superpower intervention could be limited. The decolonization

of Africa and the enforcement of a consistent human rights policy

could very well generate the machinery necessary to rebuild the

Africa policy.

The most important factor needed to institute a change

in America's forei,7n policy toward Africa is the influence Viikt

Afro-Americans can have on the strategy. 7ssentially, "there

is no doubt that the role of Afro-Americans is going to increase in

importance and , like other ethnic and racial groups that make

up the American population, Afro-Americans will be concerned

5	 ,about relations with their roots.' , 	This implies that contemporary

black Americans are not concerned about Africa. While one could

engage in endless debate as to whether Afro-Americans are or are

not concerned about the Africa policy, the reculiarity of their

political position in America sheds light on their interest or
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a lack thereof in Africa. The weakened political position of

lack Americans leads to the following argument: "the presence

of paranoia and fear leads to suspicion and lack of trust which

makes collaboration in the formulation, implementation and acceptance

of American policy towards Africa difficidt if not impossible." 46

Indeed, to have an impact on a foreign policy -presupposes that

the group is Politically effective.

In short, Afro-Americans must conauer their distrust of

the government while simultaneously seeking to become an interest

group analogous to that formed by the Jews. The latter group

has an overwhelming effect on the formulation of policy toward

Israel in that Jews encourage U.S. decisionmakers to stay actively

involved with the foreign Policy. -or Afro-Americans the solution

lies in the formation of a lobby which can systematically influence

policy toward Africa. Ar'-thurst feels that "equally important is

the need for African diolomats to de elop contacts with the leaders

of the black community, Africa's natural constituency in the

United States." 47 The fact that Africans call for Afro-Americans

support evidences the cultural linkage between the two groups.

- :oreover, African diplomats can offer more information to Slack

community leaders as to the wants and needs of a people who

strive to attain self-determination. Afro-Americans can, in

turn, encourae -e American policyna::ers to formulate strate,fies

focused on e;iving . Africa what the Africans want. Afro-Americans

can have a dynamic effect on the Africa policy.

Afro-Americans have a difficult job ahead of the 1: they

must be a pressure group to keea the	 from intervening inperially;

likewise they must also kee -p the	 interested enough in
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Africa to help the struggling Third 1orld nation. Additionally,

a larger role for the UN will be the relief of pressure on the

United States to actively intervene in African affairs. However,

should the UN's importance experience a substantial increase, then

the United States becomes more restrained while the activities

of the blossoming interest group become more constrained. Indeed,

Slacks have to convince policymakers not to intervene every time

as it is usually for the wrong reasonsp for instance, cold war,

white settlers, and the list :r.oes on. Therefore Afro-Americans

must play a more soplTisticated role in that they must seek to

complement the formulation of nolicy in other circles. A firm

strategy must be enacted so that the African continent does not

become a battleground for conflicting interests. The conflict

currently waging in Zimbabwe has the potential to cause much

trouble in the international arena.
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III. A::ERICAN FOREIGN POLICY TOWARDS RHO :731A: 1965 - C THE PRESENT

This section examines America's foreign policy towards

Rhodesia/Zimbabwe and its leader, Ian Smith. This case study

provides an instructive example of America's Africa policy;

however, the elements that separate this particular illustration

are white elite rule and racial differentiation. Thus, one

framework for understanding this chapter is the way the U.S.

approaches Zimbabwe resembles the characteristics of the more

general American African strategy. Primarily, our attentions

focus on the period from 1965 to the present, although a brief

historical overview is offered. The cornerstone of the U.S.

stance shows that this country maintains those ideals which

have traditionally been indicative of the Africa policy.

The point which distinguishes Rhodesia from other African

countries appears in the fact that it has a population of 6,650,000;

,340,000 are Africans, 273,000, are Europeans (whites), and

21,400 are Coloreds (people of mixed ancestry) and 10,200 are

Asians. (Source: The United African rational Council of Zimbabwe,

197') In essence, 95 percent of the population is ruled by the

Europeans who comprise less than 5 percent of the total population.

This imbalance caused many political rebellions to occur in

Rhodesia's history of discriminatory practices designed to

thwart the advancement of the Africans.

The groundwork for Zambesia, the country's name prior to

1?Q7, was laid by two men: David Livingstone, who was a missionary

reflective of the thought to colonize Africa in order th christianize

the heathens; and, Cecil Rhodes, who became interested in Zambesia
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through information he received saying that the country had a

wealth of gold reserves. Rhodes felt that the country would

be good for the manifestation of his personal ambitions and

for British imperialism.

Rhodes gained a foothold in 197 when he "and his associates

obtained a royal charter to form the British South Africa Company.

The charter authorized the company 'to settle and administer

(an area) immediately north of the South African Republic and
i n

west of the Portuguese Dominions.' " 	 By 1',90, the white

settlers arrived and initiated the racial friction which exists

today. In 1909, Modes' British .South African Company accuired

more control of the government. Voting in this regime was based

on "income and property ownership," 1(:) ( an idea which still prevails

today) which, in turn, began the systematic exclusion of the

Africans from the ,government, especially since the electorate

became "overwhelmingly whit." 5 0

*Mile racially discriminatory policies were enacted by

the Europeans, they realized that the Africans could not be

totally eliminated from the picture. Inherent in this idea is

the notion of the interdependence of whites and blacks, the latter

who work at the expense of the Europeans. This also demonstrates

the basic difference between the Rhodesian system and south African

apartheid in that the latter does not allow blacks to be as

involved in the political system as the Rhodesians do. Therefore

in Rhodesia, "while political control ,lust remain in white hands,

black-white interaction on an economic and a limited social level

was not to be excluded from consideration." 51 Thus, the framework
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for Rhodesian society and its racially discriminatory policies

was constructed long before Ian Smith. Now that the historical

overview has been offered, let us move to the period that this

paper focuses on.

In 1961, the :oncton Commission promoted a change in

Rhodesia so that the 7ederation could be dissolved with a move

towards independence from 7;reat 3ritain. The governing body,

the National Democratic Party (NIF), felt that the constitut-

ional issues must be vindicated so they initiated constitu-

tutional meetings geared towards alleviating the problem

of the Africans' one man-one vote idea while still maintaining

white supremacy. This lead to the creation of "two voters'

rolls, an A and a S roll, whose voting qualifications were

based on financial and educational standards." 52 3asically,

whites were on the A roll while most Africans "could only

get on the 3 roll." The crux of this innovation becomes

apparent in the fact that 7urorean A roll voters had 50 electoral

votes, while the Africans had only 15. This permitted the

whites to possess control of the -3 .overnment while allowing

the Africans to participate at such a low level that their vote

could not be effective since, at the maximum, they could only

elect 15 of the 65 electoral seats. Indeed, to say that the

Africans are politically impotent would be an understatement.

In short, Ian Smith's Unilateral Declaration of Independence

was not -''ounded upon his own personal principles, but rather

a framework that he was already a part of.

7xamination of the oppressive characteristics of the

Rhodesian government displays the country's continuous
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policies aimed at the systematic exclusion of the Africans

from the Rhodesian society. Specifically, the British gave

the country self-governing status; thereafter,"Rhodesia

nonetheless developed over the years a body of laws which

not only protected white interests but generally inhibited

Africans from developing their skills or demonstrating their

capabilities." 53 This shows that there exists the necessary

machinery needed to suppress the development of the Africans.

While it can be argued that this ideology reflects

the attitude of the ruling class, evidence suggests other-

wise for this trend bleeds into the minds of all Europeans

living in Rhodesia. The following ouote corroborates this

thought:

A private roll by 7:)r. -orris Hirsch of Rhodesian whites
of all rersuasions found that none favors majority
rule; that 00 percent thou7ht conditions for whites
would be intolerable under such rule; and that two-
thirds of those interviewed thought white control

must be extended indefinitely because Africans are incapable
of modern government. 5 1L

Luropeans, of course, desire to remain in power. This is

linked to the second conclusion because they fear African

reprisals-should the latter gain control of the government.

ajority rule does not imply that the Africans want to expel

all Thropeans from Rhodesia, but rather that the government

should reflect the composition of the population. Xeverthe-

less, it seems that both groups would work together for the

"improvement of Rhodesia. ''finally, insecure Europeans call

for indefinite control because of the belief or myth that

Africans are -IncoT)able of existing in a contemporary orlf..

This mirrors Ifve. 01_11J

5who+ thie author cons the ":rook hyrothesis " •- or the

belief that blacks cannot function without white supervision,
0 (IN.5	 Pre-	 t	 le 	 C	 0-ct, 105	 fre-S	 Lt.	 )V.,-Sr
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anyone else. Characteristics such as these keep the Africans

from playing a viable role in the Rhodesian government.

A review of some of the legal measures employed pro-

vides further illustration of Rhodesian politics. 'Tor

example, "the Land Apportionment Act of 1939...excluded

Africans from permanent rights to land in European areas and

reserved less than half of the colony's land for Africans."

Needless to say, the Europeans received the land of better

quality. Another legal measure used is the Law and Crder

(aintenance Act) which does not allow Africans to move from

"defined areas." 57 These acts are indicative of the type

of legal strategies the 7hodesian government employs to

keep the Europeans both in power and socially above the

Africans.

The exclusion of Africans from the mainstream of

°hodesian politics also prevents them from influencing the

government. Specifically, "it is clear that Africans are

precluded from influencing government by participation in

the legislature. :fad-	 dis-

couraged from adopting even modest non-violent or indus-

trial action to influence government. 	 only are the

Africans socially prohibited from Modesian society, but

they are also legally barred from participation in the

g.overn-lent. -).egulation of these Africans suggest both

white supremacy and African inferiority which underscores

the political impotency of the latter group. Although

this trend does not go unnoticed by the Tri7ish prior to

175, they do not exert a	 substantial amount of pressure
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to encourage the acceptance of Africans into the government.

A bird's-eye view of Great Britain's position displays

Trime "linister Wilson noting that he had no timetable for

African rule. He maintained that "progress towards African

rule should not be measured by clock or calendar but by

achievement and progress in making democracy work." 5° This

argument is ingenious but unconvincing for the _rile " finis ter

fails to recognize that democracy cannot be achieved, par-

ticularly for the Africans, if 'thz,-1 ftr".e • systematically

prevented from participating in the government. On the

other hand, it can also be argued that Wilson's notion

could, in fact, be indicative of the general trend of Bri-

tish thought regarding 'Rhodesian politics.

It seems doubtful whether the Africans shall play a

viable role in the government for the European mentality

becomes highlighted in Ian Smith's assertion that "the

white man is the master of :Rhodesia...He has built it and

intends to keep it." 4° This kind of ideology limits the

actions that can be taken by 3ritain. --- or instance, Good

advances that the British could have seized control of

'Rhodesia after the Ur,i which would have an overwhelming

effect on the entire South Africa policy. "oreover, such

a strategy would have repercussive effects on Southern

Africa in general, yet the U. 3. would continue to follow

the 73ritish lead,

Dismissal of one strategy leads to the presentation

of another one, which involves the British using military

power to intervene. However, this elan is quickly disposed
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of with the advancement of the "kith and kin argument" or

the fact that "...3ritish forces would not fight against

fellow, 7nglish-speaking white men, especially since the

7hodesians had supported Britain in the last war." 61 The

stance that transpired appears in the enactment of a com-

prehensive United Nations economic sanctions program.

According to Larry Bowman, this caused a decrease in

7hodesian trade?with South Africa increases. In addition,

Good contends that the British wished to change the TJDI

through indirect action,i.e. "diplomatic isolation and

economic sanctions." 62 7onetheless, British pressure and

UN sanctions have not been enough to cripple the U7I.

Larry Bowman Points out that "the key to Modesia's

success is that the white comm4nity is united on all

important fundamentals and that the British government has

been Prenared to honor the committment of internal self-

government -nade to 7hodesia in	 Again, the

7uropean element reoccurs in this examination of Modesian

politics. The focal point is that both British and

Arnerican policymakers underestimate the strength of the

77I, particularly the solidarity that the Turopeans main-

tain under the auspices of Ian Smith.

The spiraling power of the with regime leads him and

his cronies to make a number of sweeping assumptions.

Fatrick C'eara Illuminates these ideas in the following

statements:	 African neop 7 e surnort the RF; 2) Chiefs

are the legiti-nate representatives of the people, however,

the chiefs are loyal to the ''7; and the nationalists do
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not have the support of the people. --. 'Mile the recent

internal agreement with 7.uzorewa, Sithole, and Chirau

supports this contention, further analysis suggests that

smith's assumptions are somewhat misguided. Basically,

there is no evidence which proves that Africans support

uropean rule. This becomes even more blurred by the fact

that it is not clear that either the nationalists or the

moderates have the support of a majority of Africans. To

say that one side has the majority of the Africans would be ok t,

rather daring assumption since it could not be corroborated.

The second proposition displays the Chiefs misinter-

preting their role. C'eara advances that these men feel

that they are both influential in the government and repre-

sentative of African interests. The weakness of this argu-

ment becomes apparent in the fact that powerful men with

influence do not constantly remain in subordinate positions.

The Chiefs misunderstand their status in Thodesia and

among the Africans; simply put, the Chiefs can say they

represent one faction, but to advance representation for all

Africans merely reflects wishful thinl<ing.

The final assumption is undermined with the fact that

the Nationalists could not and would not have been able to

sustain a rebellion for, at least, the past thirteen years

without the support of a large contingent of the masses.

The different postures of the Africans indicates a climate

of chaos which, in turn, leads the Europeans to are that

the Africans do not know what they want and therefore are

incapable of governing themselves. Furthermore, these
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the existence of the UDI, However, they remain nothing but

an attempt.

A closer look at the two dominant nationalist groups

displays that they basically strive for the same goals.

ZAPU or the Zimbabwe African Peoples' Union calls for a move

to socialism, the sharing of all Zimbabwean resources, and

the construction of a three-tiered governmental structure

with Executive, Judicial, and Legislative branches. On the

other hand, ZANU or the Zimbabwe African National Union's

aims include "the establishment of a nationalist, democratic,

socialist, and Pan-Africanist republic; adult suffrage; rule

of law and separation of powers..." -- -oreover, this organi-

zation calls for a one-man-one-vote gcvernment which leads

to majority rule. Needless to say, some critics contend

that the two groups have different interestb and, 1 , enc-,

engage in scLal‘l_leb :et'	 t-et:	 Nevertheless,

current develoIxerts	 lat	 tTe groups are

.uring closely together. Additionally, the African

National Council, unified on - 2 -e.c'h lc, 19 72, banned to-

gether ZANU, ZA:U, and 7=27 (Front for the Liberation

of Zimbabwe) for the common struggle against the white

minority government.

Indeed, there may be dissension among the groups as

to how the country should be run: nevertheless, the merger

Droves that they perceive a problem that must be corrected.

In striving For -natonal.	 7.‘,,,,--4-110 Austin

argues that inherent in tie idea is the noti ,J.n " -tht

'Zimbabwe' can only be achieved by a people's war, resulting

in a total collapse .of the e x isting system, and of the
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ti

` 	 The

evidence suggests that the Africans relentlessly pursue a

transition to majority rule; they are committed to change.

Cn the basis of the facts presented thus far, the role of

U. 3. foreign policy should be to wait and see what the

Africans say that they want. Simply put, it is not clear

as to what posture the U. S. should adopt.

American diplomacy in 7hodesia typifies those charac-

teristics of the more general African policy. In tracing

this strategy from l9:4 3 to 1. 4 9, Anthony Lake supports this

author's argument in that the U. S. policy "would follow

London's lead and try to hide behind British skirts in the

face of African pressures for more forceful action against

the Smith re ,gime." 67 The American plan demonstrates a

strategy designed to avoid undermining the British policy.

This also illustrates that the U. 3. still dances with the

British while allowing them to be the more dominant partner

in the relationships. it also shows the U. 	 avoiding the

formulation a strong policy statement, an hytothesis

which is underlined by President johnson's Position to

maintain "...a low posture, an effort to be both fro-British
40

and fro-African, -ith the e:rhasis on the former." - 	it is

impossible for one to dance with two partners in any relation-

ship; therefore, the fact that American decisionmakers

attempt to accomodate two parties sup-ests a weakness on the

part of the United S'tatec. The many faults of this strategy,

initiated at the inception of the	 forms the groundwork

Par U. S. policy for the next five years. Let us examine
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some of the factors influential in the orchestration of this

policy.

Arguably, domestic factors cannot be excluded from in-

fluencing international relations. This point gains support

for in the development of this policy, President Johnson con-

siders his relationship with Dr. :'actin Luther	 Jr., who

"had strongly attac ked um: in a speech in early November." 69

Two important points arise out of this quotes first, John-

son cannot divorce himself from domestic issues, particularly

the civil rights movement which began to move into fourth

gear around 1965: secondly, this also demonstrates that al-

though Afro--American leaders devoted most of their atten-

tions to the civil rights struggle, they still remained po-

litically aware of occurrences in the international arena,

especially those events taking place in Africa.

One also recognizes the introduction of another vari-

able which influences U. S. strategists to maintain close

tieswith -3ritain
/
 in addition to allowing, the English to

pave the way in Rhodesia: the Viet ";am war. This factor

becomes apparent in the fact that "American officials in

late 19-'5 hoped to influence 3ritish behavior grith regard

to Viet Nam and defense arrangements in Asia -s -enerally." 7C

It must not be forgotten that Africa rests on the low rung

of the foreign policy ladder, hence, it is pushed in back-

of the skyrocketing conflict in southeastern Asia which

begins demanding more and more of U. T. military power,

and more importantly, polloymakin-3 - time. Thus, while this

paper illuminates policy towards 'Thodesia, it should be

remembered that said stratey does not have nriority in
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the general arena of American foreign policy.

Another factor which influences the strategy, while

placing it in an even more precarious position, arises in

the fact that many senior policy officials are "Europeanists. „71

This poses a significant point because these men feel that

maintenance of relations with Great 3ritain has priority over

the African policy. Also evident in this example is the

notion that 7uropeanists will not allow Africa to achieve

any importance in American diplomacy. In sum, then, with

Africa on the - low rung or the ladder, U. S. participation

in the Viet Nam war and Europeanists developing the Africa

policy, the U. S. posture towards Rhodesia never matures as

it should. Indeed, the general weaknesses of this parti-

cular American diplomatic effort, if it can, in fact, be

called an effort, lead the U. S. to maintain its traditional

stance of deference to the Europeans.

The strategy effected against the Smith regime takes

the form of the imposition of a comprehensive economic

sanctions program. Although this policy caused a drop in

world trade with Rhodesia, it did not have the crippling

effect that strategists hoped for in that the Modesians

responded by escalating trade with routh Africa. Lake

argues that "the sanctions have made most trade surrep-

titious and have limited its scope in ways damaging to the

,Rhodesian economy." 72 7-rowever, the Thodesian economy

persevered through the original imposition of the sanctions

in 1.9(4 and still thrives today.

Consistent with this policy trend is the U. S. stance at

the United Nations. The American position here, reflects 'le
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same goals of regular diplomatic efforts. Specifically,

"American statements would support the British and help them

arrange the compromises with the African delegations that

would allow the United Nations to act. " 73 Admittedly, the

U. S. possesses a questionable policy, however, one cannot

criticize it for being inconsistent. At the base of these

influences on foreign policy is the belief that U. S. ac-

tions have the ulterior motive of blunting Soviet/Communist

penetration in Rhodesia. The area-centered strategy was not

effected at the advent of the UDI. Specifically, U. S.

interests were still defined in cold war terms which, in

turn, hindered the formulation of a policy designed to be a

reconciliation of what both the Africans and the Americans

want outside of the cold war conflict. Thus, the cold war

mentality distorted-and continues to cloud our perception

of Rhodesia which impedes the formulation of a coherent

area-centered strategy.

The continuation of the American policy was not upset

by a change in presidents, for Richard Nixon, in 1968, picks

up the ball that Lyndon Uohnson had difficulty carrying.

The former defined his perspective of the international

arena in the following quote: "'Our objective, in the first

instance, is to support our interests over the long run

with a sound foreign policy,' he wrote. 'Our interests must

shape our committments, rather than the other way around." 74

This suggests a restructuring of American diplomacy, espe-

cially if Nixon's ideas are to be applied to the controversy

in Southern Africa. While some of the core policy values

remain unchanged, Nixon formulates a posture aimed at getting
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"back to basics." Prior to his entrance into the presidency,

the Africa policy, for all intents and purposes, backs Ameri-

can committments to the British, hence, the notion of defe-

rence to the Europeans. The President faces alteration of

the stance for he feels that "in the process it would be

doing something as well for American business interests

there. American policy would no longer be so completely

made in London, for good or ill. " 75 The shift in policy

reflects the influence of American multinational corporations

who want Rhodesian chrome. Moreover, this also relates to

one of the notions of imperialism in terms of the quest for

raw materials for UN sanctions prohibit the U. S. from

mining Rhodesian chrome; in addition, since America is not

self-sufficient for this particular mineral, the only al-

ternative available is to obtain chrome from the Soviets,

an idea which many American strategists feel would endanger

the insecure balance of power. Further analysis evidences

that the policy alteration remains consistent with Nixon's

statement on policy being more closely aligned with Ameri-

can interests.

In 1968, Nixon reactivated the National Security Coun-

cil Interdepartmental Group for Africa,which remained

relatively idle during the Kennedy and Johnson administra-_ -

tions, and instructs them to prepare a comprehensive report

on the problems of Southern Africa. The resulting report,

issued in 1969, was fable'. the National Security Study

Memorandum 39 (NSSM 39, the latter figure indicates the

number of documents presented to presidents since Presi-

dent Truman initiated the procedure.) The staff illuminates
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the following as what should be the objectives of American

policy. Specifically, the strategy should seek:

1) to minimize the likelihood of U. S. direct involve-
ment in the conflict;
2) to prevent the Soviet Union and China from exploiting
the racial situation there to gain political influence
among African governments and liberation movements;
3) to encourage the colonial settler regimes to mode-
rate their racial and colonial policies;
4) to improve the US stance on the racial issue in
Africa and elsewhere; and
5) to protect American economic, scientific an4 6stra-
tegic interests and opportunities in the area.'

A point-by-point investigation displays some interesting

analyses. The first point implies that the U. S. does not

want to become militarily involved in Rhodesia, especially

since the Viet Nam war continues escalating in 1969; there-

fore, other steps must be taken in Zimbabwe. Secondly,

prevention of Russo-Sino involvement hinges on the fact that

"Southern Africa is geographically important for the US and

its allies, particularly with the closing of the Suez Canal

and the increased Soviet activity in the Indian Ocean." 77

Therefore, U. S. strategy cannot allow other powers to

intervene in this area.

Points three and four can be linked together since they

concern the U. S. posture on the racial issue. Asking a

country to change its racial policies does not mean that they

will do so; in addition, it is doubtful that the U. S. could

improve its posture on the race issue in Southern Africa

when it cannot better its stance towards Afro-Americans.

Finally, the fifth point calls for protection of economic and

strategic interests which suggests they shall receive pri-

ority over the British. The analysis does not stop here.
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The implications of NSSM 39 serve to illuminate why the

area-centered strategy should be adhered to. Specifically,

this policy meets America's national interests in a better

way than any other strategy mainly because it provides a

method of defining what is best for a nation at a given mo-

ment in history. This stance involves a policy of recon-

ciling what both the Africans and the Americans want as

opposed to the United States dictating what the former's

needs should be. However, this framework is not adopted.

NSSM 39 is directed towards a particular part of Africa

and policy develops accordingly because of the National

Security Council's reccommendations to the President. In

outlining the posture towards the region, Kissinger advances

five policy choices. He maintains that "once a national

liberation movement would succeed in wrestling power from a

colonial regime, it would inevitably pursue an anti-western

policy."78 This corroborates the fear of communism hypo-

thesis for Kissinger, a cold war technocrat, introduces a

contention which demonstrates American fear of a successful

Zimbabwe liberation movement. Additionally, policymakers

justify their perception since both the Soviets and Communist

China indirectly support said liberation movements with arms

and supplies. Once again, the input of communists causes

the problems of one African nation to mushroom in the minds

of American decisionmakers who seek to maintain the national

interest.

In taking a closer look at Kissinger's options for

policy, he arrives at the following alternatives:

1) closer association with the white regimes to pro-
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tect and enhance our economic, strategic and scientific
interests (Option 1),

2) broader association with both black and white states
in an effort to encourage moderation in the white states,
to enlist cooperation of the black states in reducing
tensions and the likelihood of increasing cross-border
violence, and to encourage improved relations among
states in area (Option 2),

3) limited association with the white states and closer
association with the black states in an effort to retain
some economic, scientific and strategic interests in the
white states while maintaining a posture on the racial
issue which blacks will accept through opposing violent
solutions to the problems of the region (Option 3),

4) dissociation from the white regimes with closer re-
lations with the black states in an effort to enhance
our standing on the racial issue in Africa and inter-
nationally (Option 4),

5) dissociation from both black and white states in an
effort to limit clgr involvement in the problems of the
area (Option 5) 

Examination of these options displays that choices range from

total action to total inaction. Kisiinger recommends to

Nixon that U. S. policy take the form of Option 2. This

author supports Lake's analysis which maintains that Nixon

and the U. S. , in turn, "would quietly improve official

relations with South Africa, including a partial relaxation

of the arms embargo...; modulate American rhetoric on

southern Africa at the United Nations; and to balance these

moves, increase its aid to black African nations. “80 This

demonstrates the application of a new policy towards Southern

Africa; additionally, the specific stance towards the Smith

regime takes the form of a strategy of "communication” with

hopes of influencing the government to undergo change. The

new policy receives the label of "Tar Baby," the phrase

being based on the Uncle Remus folk tale of the tar baby.
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The "tar baby" option is designed to "influence events

in southern Africa through complex or subtle diplomatic stra-

tegies. "81 The crux of this policy lies in communication

with the Smith regime in hopes of getting Rhodesia's blacks

and whites to make an attempt to accomodate each other. Thus,

policymakers hoped to get the conflict settled by seeking to

positively influence the actions of the opposing forces.

Criticism of this misdirected policy shows its many

weaknesses. Cohen and El-Khawas support the argument that

American policy tends to neglect the interests of the Afri-

cans'in an area directly affected by U. S. diplomacy. These

authors conclude that "what finally appears to be glaringly

obvious throughout NSSM 39 is the complete lack of awareness

or concern over the aspirations or the fate of the non-white

people in southern Africa." 82 American policy is formulated,

of course, to advance the national interests, but also to

selfishly preserve United States ideals in Africa-at any ex-

pense. American communication with the illegitimate Ian

Smith government suggests that our policymakers wish to

acknowledge the presence of a system which excludes a part of

its population from participating in the government. Of

greater importance is the fact that sanctions against southern

Africa become more relaxed. In retrospect, however, this is

par for the course for U. S. policy just begins its trip down

the Rhodesian pike.

The focal point of the policy shift occurs on November

17, 1971, when President Nixon signs Senate Bill 1404 with

the attached Byrd Amendment. 83 By doing this, the Chief

Executive authorizes "the importation into the United States
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of seventy-two 'strategic and critical materials' from Rho-

desia, the most important being chrome, ferrochrome, and

nickel." 84 As discussed earlier, imposition of the sanctions

leads the U. S. to become dependent on Soviet chrome (Lake

makes a similar analysis); however, the Byrd Amendment causes

the U. S. to not only violate a comprehensive UN sanctions

program, but also to breach what Ike calls a "legal inter-

national obligation." 85 The fact that Congress passes the

Byrd Amendment also suggests a lack of responsibility on

their part which is inherent in the notion that the enactment

of this bill exhibits a complete disregard of a UN sanctions

program.

Speculation on the merits of the Byrd Amendment cannot

overlook the question of how it got passed by Congress,. ,

Lake maintains that "public indifference...allowed most

Congressmen and the White House to treat the Byrd Amend-

ment as a minor issue deserving little study and the ex-

penditure of less political capital. " 86 Critical analysis

of this passage supports the argument that the general

public remains relatively unaware of both the activities

of Congress and occurrences in the international arena.

Beqm4se the public does not take issue with this amendment,

this, in turn, alludes to the notion that congressmen would

not feel that responsible to constituents who remain ignorant

of international politics. As a result of public indiffer-

ence, the Byrd Amendment, under the direction of Senator

Harry F. Byrd, gets through congress since it is viewed as

an unimportant issue. The enactment of this crucial bill

illustrates the continued maintenance of America's foreign
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policy towards Rhodesia.

Examination of the overall effects of the Byrd Amend-

ment shows that it does more harm than good. Evidence

proves:

1. that it damaged both the American interest in inter-
national law, and our diplomatic position at the
United Nations and in Africa;

2. that it damaged the United Nations itself;

3. that it probably set back the chances of a peaceful
settlement of the Rhodesian problem, by encouraging
the Smith regime in its present course;

4. that while it actually did not make much difference,
in view of the size of our chrome stockpiles, it
made the United States relatively more than less
"dependent" on imports of Soviet chrome;

that it , probably had some effect in reducing the
price of Soviet chrome; but

6. that whatever its effect on the price of chrome,
by allowing imports of cheap ferrochrome from
Rhodesia, it damaged rather than helped the domestic
American ferrochrome iAgustry and contributed to
the loss of jobs here.''

The riiks of the Byrd Amendment outweigh the benefits. Con-

gress and American policymakers disregard the damaging effects

it has on the nation. A brief analysis exhibits the following:

the U. S. shows a complete disrespect for international law;

causes other powers to question the American position in the

UN since the superpower obviously disregards its membership

in the international organization in the passage of the Byrd

Amendment; presents an obstacle to any solutions to the Rho-

desian problem since said bill seemingly supports the Smith

regimeOfinally, it hurts American businesses in that the

ferrochrome industry is damaged in the U. S. with the estab-

lishment of a ferrochrome plant in Rhodesia rather than the

U. S. thereby causing American workers to lose jobs.
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Congressional approval of this bill displays their ig-

norance of the ramifications of our international position

on the UN Security Council. Indeed, much doubt is cast on

Congress for they do not realize that the amendment violates

a "legal international obligation" which the U. S. has both

to itself as a world power and to the United Nations. The

passage of this amendment is not a shift in policy, but

rather a continuance of it. U. S. deference to the Euro-

peans, the Cold War mentality, and the strategy of communi-

cation allowed Congress to get the amendment passed. This

provides a dramatic example of the worst that could happen

with foreign policy in that the U. S. violated a UN sanc-

tions program which it originally supported. Simply put,

the amendment, much like the policy towards Rhodesia, fails

miserably.

With the "tar baby" policy, the U. S. foreign policy-

making establishment becomes an agent of Henry Kissinger.

Long an advocate of the maintenance of secrecy in decision-

making, the change in policy does not become public until

April-2, 1972, when Terence Smith writes in a New York Times 

article "that the Nixon administration was quietly pursuing

a policy of 'deliberately expanded contacts and communication

with the white governments of Southern Africa.'" 88 The

strategy of seeking to influence a regime by becoming closer

to it does not seem to work.

Peaceful change still has not occurred in Rhodesia. This

author agrees with Lake who argues that the public knows

nothing about the policy since it remains secret so as not

to contradict American criticisms of apartheid and racism in
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Southern Africa. The policy also calls for an increase of

aid to the Black states, but this does not justify the U. S.

stratety-a tactic employed to act as a smokescreen for the

miscalculated stance towards Rhodesia. The primary danger

with the policy, Lake argues, "was that if it failed to meet

its purpose, the new policy would simply provide a thin ex-

cuse for normalization with white regimes. ,89 In retrospect,

Lake's hypothesis becomes a fact since U. S. diplomatic efforts

are soon perceived as courting company with the Smith regime.

It remains to be seen whether this is or is not the case,

however, the evidence suggests that the U. S. maintains a nor-

mal relationship with the Rhodesian Prime Minister.

Kissinger's study on Southern Africa concludes that the

"policy seeks progress towards majority rule through poli-

tical arrangements which guarantee increasing participation

by the whole population." 90 This implies that U. S. diplo-

macy feels that the whites should remain in power while the

blacks are allowed to enter the government. The irony of

this point is that policymakers make no statement about what

should happen once the Africans enter the Rhodesian govern-

ment: moderate rule or majority rule?

In October of 1976, Secretary Kissinger orchestrated

another successful foreign policy venture by convincing Ian

Smith that white minority rule must be relinquished to black

majority control of the government. The Secretary accom-

plished this feat by explaining to Smith the "reality of

the international situation, the reality of South Africa, the

reality of what the U. S. can do..." 91 This provides us with

an example of coercive diplomacy designed to influence the
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actions of a particular goiiernment. The key point arises in

the fact that U. S. policy finally begins exerting pressure

on Smith to turn over his government.

Examination of the policy from 1970-1976 illuminates

Henry Kissinger as one of its primary proponents, especially

since Nixon ended the war in Viet Nam in 1972/ and became en-

tangled in the Watergate conspiracy culminating in his resig-

nation in August of 1974. It is clear, then, that this presi-

dent was not the orchestrator of most of the policy. Like-

wise, Gerald Ford becomes the interim president and he, too,

utilizes the services of Kissinger while giving the Secretary

of State full leadway in Africa and other areas of the world.

In short, Ford was not that well-schobid in foreign affairs

so he could not carry the ball. It seems that by 1976,

America recognizes the folly of the "tar baby" strategy and

decides to make for a change; additionally, congressional

repeal of the Byrd Amendment implies that policy is about to

shift gears. However, if there is a shift, then it does

not necessarily have to travel in the right direction.

Currently, (as of March 20, 1978) the Rhodesian guerillas

escalated their activities against the government. However,

two new actors enter the conlict: the Soviets and the Cu-

bans. American policymakers fear the development of a con-

flict in Rhodesia which would be analogous to the recent war

on the Horn of Africa between the Ethiopians, who were backed

by both the Soviets and the Cubans in the forms of arms and

troops, and the Somalis. 92 The entrance of the communists

invokes both American fear of communism and the "chaos-to-

communism" hypothesis. This causes decisionmakers to feel
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that a chaotic Rhodesia will only leadito a Soviet influenced

government which conflicts with the area-centered strategy.

These strategists might infer that a communist Rhodesia

could be a springboard for the Russians to gain a foothold

in the entire region of Southern Africa. The goal of Ameri-

can foreign policy, then, now seeks to be influential in

providing a solution to the Rhodesian problem so that the

U. S. national interest is not undermined with a Soviet

controlled Rhodesia.

Recently, Ian Smith signed a pact with Moderate leaders

Bishop Abed: Muzorewa, the Reverend Ndabaninsi Sithole and

Chief Jeremiah Chirau. Their goal is to have a Black govern-

ment installed by December 31, 1978. This Black African

goiternment is not one of majority rule so the term is used to

cloud the real impetus behind the settlement: keeping the

whites in power. It is hard to believe that the Prime Mini-

ster inked such a proposal since he stated not more than

fifteen years ago that the Europeans would never relinquish

rule; under the proposed settlement, this idea still remains

true. Under this pact i Smith remains as Prime Minister, but

the power rests in the hands of the executive council, com-

posed of the three Africans and Smith who share a revolving

chair. Moreover, this agreement promises "that one man, one

vote elections would be held and that power would be handed

over to the six million blacks by December 31." 93

Critical analysis shows that each man, particularly each

African, receives a vote; however, the African vote will still

remain on a two-tiered system. The internal solution or the

"Salisbury agreement" is one step forward, however, it is in
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the wrong direction since it excludes the Nationalists leaders.

This provides another example of the U. S. encouraging the

wrong solution for a problem. Unfortunately, there is no

evidence which suggests or proves how the African people feel

about the proposed settlement. This leaves us with specula-

tion as to whose interests are being represented by both the

moderate and the nationalist leaders. They all claim that

they represent the African people, yet the heads disagree as

to how the Rhodesian problem should be solved. Any viable

solution must facilitate the inclusion of both Joshua Nkomo

and Robert Mugabe; this ensures that most African interests

will then be represented in any settlement.

Nkomo and Mugabe fear a war similar to that on the Horn.

They see nothing wrong with receiving Soviet aid, but they

also understand the concern exhibited by the United States._

Nkomo argues "...Why does the West believe because we are

getting assistance from the Soviet Union we will be indoc-

trinated?...Nobody imposes their will on us. The West

couldn't, so why should the Russians?" 94 This illuminates

the argument advanced in the preceding section for African

reception of Soviet aid, or, to go a step further, aniAfri-

can-communist regime, does not mean that the country shall

fall prey to Russian indoctrination and eventual control

of the government. Nkomo is not concerned about Soviet

impact, but rather about Soviet aid. This implies that

neither nationalist leader would not hesitate to call for

Russian and Cuban assistance. This idea provides another
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reason why any solution must involve the two African factions

of the moderates and the nationalists..

Analysis of the U. S. strategy in this affair shows that

"formal U. S. policy was more temperate, opposing the deal

but not damaging it. "95 Policymakers take opposition with the

pact, which also displays agreement with the British, since

they feel that "Smith's settlement would only prolong a Rho-

desian war." 96 At this point in time, American policymakers

want to see the Rhodesian problem solved, but not with a

solution which would jeopardize our national interests. The

current "Salisbury agreement" would achieve this end. Although

the one man-one vote scheme falls within our policy guidelines,

it will still be a two roll system which poses a conflict for

the nationalists. Moreover, U. S. strategists do not desire

the escalation of guerilla warfare in fear that the Soviets

will be called upon which, in turn, may lead the U. S. to

intervene on the side of the white minority regime. Like-

wise, the nationalist leaders fear the same development for

they do not want to engage in a black-on-black war. Thus,

to say that Rhodesia has become a Pandora's box would be ant

understatement.

One would hope that American decisionmakers would

support what most of the Africans want; however, a signi-

ficant element of Africans may not go along with the "Salis-

bury agreement" which might, in turn, put the U. S. into a

Misicile East-like situation. If our policy becomes too

supportive of the moderate plan, it may very well cause the

development of a race war which might warrant U. S. inter-

vention. This would force the U. S. to get committed to a
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cause not in the national interest while further damaging the

already tainted American reputation in African affairs. Once

again, it is not quite clear what the U. S. should do. Specu-

lation suggests that strategy planning should take a back

seat and attempt to let the Africans settle the problem.

The picture of American foreign policy towards Rhodesia

receives more paint for a U. S. intervention would be up-

holding the illegitimate rule of Ian Smith. Regardless if

the transition occurs, Afro-Americans, the UN, and countries

in the international arena would perceive the U. S. defending

a white minority regime which implies that the U. S. supports

racism. Much like the man who walks across the high-wire, the

American posture must be structured very carefully. The many

clouds around the Rhodesian situation do not allow a clear

perception of it. More important, this could mushroom into

a nuclear war between the two superpowers while simultaneously

using the African continent as the battleground. Let us not

forget that at the base of the whole affair is the issue of

race.

Race is an inherent factor in the Rhodesian problem.

Likewise, race plays a vital role in American politics,

particularly for the Afro-American. International problems

involving race must be dealt with for "the point is that

when compromises on foreign policy strengthen black cyci-

cism about the ways of Washington, it makes resolution of

domestic problems no easier." 97 It can be inferred that a

two-front battle is waged by Washington's Executive Branch

decisionmakers: they must deal with our foreign policy on the

one hand, and with domestic issues on the other hand.
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Within these constraints, much debate occurs over whether

these decisionmakers consider how Afro-Americans might react

to a recent policymaking decision. Lake argues that "Within

the United States itself, there is a less easily observed

but no less important consequence of the tragedy of southern

Africa: the effect on the attitude of a black American

toward his goVernment when it equivocates on, and acquiesces

in, racial oppression abroad." 98 A case in point is the

Congressional Black Caucus' reaction to U. S. support of the

Salisbury agreement. (See Appendix) American policymakers

cannot allow the strategy to become entangled in racial

oppression abroad. On the other hand, these same decision-

makers might not consider Afro-American responses to the

African policy mainly because blacks have not yet formed an

effective pressure group.

In dealing with the formulation of a special interest

group, many strategies have been advanced. However, any

effective action must be couched on maintenance of the area-

centered policy while trying to educate government leaders

on the Afro-American perspective of America's foreign policy

toward Africa and the Ian Smith regime. This poses a par-

ticular problem for both Black Americans and this country's

policymakers for "southern African problems are seldom

considered and rarely of real concern at the top levels of

American government." 99 Hence, Afro-Americans must seek to

make Rhodesia a more salient issue on the agenda of the

American foreign policymaking establishment. This action

must first be preceded by the further political development

of Afro-Americans in the United States.



In the final analysis, the United States became interested

in Rhodesia and then deferred to the British, not because we

analyzed the situation in Africa-centered terms, but rather

because policymakers perceived the country through th4rism

of the cold war framework. Policy aimed at countering the

advancement of the interests of the communists, as opposed

to dealing with Rhodesian wants and needs as indicated by the

oppressed majority. Therefore, it can be said that the en-

acted strategy reflected the more general African policy.

Currently, the U. S. must adopt the stance of ensuring that

all the factions, i.e. the Rhodesian government, the moderates

and the nationalists play viable roles in developing a solu-

tion which will eliminate the white minority regime. It

is imperative that the conflict be settled so as to avoid

both an 4,11-out race war along with a confrontation between

the two superpowers.
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IV. TOWARDS AN INTEREST GROUP

Black Americans have engaged in the struggle for political

freedom ever since the first slaves came to America in 1519.

Their arrival initiates one of the United States' most troubling

problems. W.E.B. DuBois portrays this ongoing dilemma in his

assertion that the "problem of the twentieth century is the

problem of the color line." 1" Despite these tragic circumstances,

Afro-Americans have been able to gradually accrue some power

in the American political system. In the process, Lowever, they

have not been able to influence U.S. 1 -17-,lomat 4_0 efforts toward

Africa as much as some would hope. 31acs have had their eyes

focused on Africa, but the image sometimes becomes blurred by

the oppressive characteristics of the United States. This leads

to the argument that Afro-Americans must seek to become a more

effective force in American foreign policy toward Africa. This

goal can be achieved by ths development of a strong and viable

Black interest group which can have an extraordinary impact

on policy.

This section shall not spend time berating the oppressors

or illuminating the second class status of Afro-Americans. :n

contrast, it deals with the development of a framework for a

strategy by which blacks can seek to have an impact on U.S.

diplomatic relations with Africa. The following topics shall

be handled: 1) the nature of Black group politics; 2) towards

the formation of a Black interest group; 3) the role for Black

organizations; 4 ) the Congressional Black Caucus; and 5) economic

development as a predecessor to political inPluence. The oppressive-
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ness of American society places peculiar constraints upon Afro-

Americans for they have not been able to become as viable a

force in the system as their white counterparts. While couching

the political weakness of blacks on American oppression seems to

be a rather simplistic analysis, it can, however, be supported

by an examination of Slack politics.

In an ideal society the notion of Slack group politics

would be nonexistent since all people would work for the common

good. This is not the case in America for the persecution of

Afro-Americans leads to the development of a political ideology

geared towards bringing equality on all levels in America.

Specifically, "black politics is an outgrowth of racist politics

in America. It is both colored by and colors American public

policy." 101 The institutionalized systematic exclusion of blacks

from the American political system can be seen through the fact

that a voting rights bill had to be added to the constitution

of the United States of America in order to guarantee to blacks

the right to vote. (See Constitutional Amendment ,:,(TV, 196)

7urthermore, this illustrates the political status of blacks

only fourteen years ago, when constitutional amendments had

to be added to ensure a right that they were entitled to. Thus,

it can be said that =lack group politics emerges in response

to an oppressive system.

In discussing reasons or the emergence of Tilac'_c. politics,

the cal becomes not one of overthrowing 	 system as it has

been interpreted by some critics, but rather to achieve political,

social and economic ecuality-a right and not a privilege that

Afro-Americans should not have to strive for. "of all our
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ethnic groups, it has been blacks who have required continuous

legislative support in oder to gain access to priviles-es which

accrued naturally to other peoples who arrived at the same time

or subsequefltly to our shores." 102 The nature of Slack politics,

then, is to engage in the struggle for the equality of Afro-Americans

with their white counterparts. 'search suggests to this author

that Black politics, reformist in naturel shall continue to exist

as long as race remains a political factor in America. Currently,

black participation in American politics reaches its highest levell 03

however, many blacks view the American government with distrust,

but this has not caused then to opt out of the system.

Arguably, evidence suggests that blacks have distrudt in

the government. This does not mean that Afro-Americans have

given up trying to work within the system as opposed to being

apathetic about the political and racial situation in America.

while historical examples such as the ongoing civil rights

movement negate the point of 'lac'k apathy, they do remain suspicious

of the American system doe to whites° indifference to blac' rogress,4i

Analysis shows that this sample may not be representative of the

national feeling, nonetheless, the evidence cannot be dismissed.

"(See appendix 'or more information on white and black stereotypes-

the data is chilling.) The element of distrust is not something

thAt has recently appeared, but rather, it is an outgrowth of

life in an oppressive system. Unlike other Americans,

are concerned with living, but this moves to a higher step,for

living is first preceeded by surviving in an hostile environment.

Survival, in turn, calls for the exercising of slack group

politics through use of the ballot.
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Afro-American utilization of the vote is only beginning

to reach its full potential. Evidence of this contention can

be located by examining the recent presidential election in

which blacks were instrumental in putting Jimmy Carter in the

White House. Cn the other harA l President Gseald Ford had

discounted the political power of blacks as he did not focus

any part of his campaign towards them. The use of the ballot,

thenif has far-reaching effects than just its electoral qualities

for it is argued that: 4 once Negroes vote in substantial numbers,

they say, public officials will either respond to Negro demands

or suffer at the polls." 1 05

The rise in Slack voting not only helps to elect certain

officials, but also makes incumbents more responsible to blacks

in the community since they can utilize the spiraling power to

also remove officials from office. The Carter election demonstrates

the importance of electing officials who may try to be responsible

to 'flack leaders . While many '=lack leaders show dissatisfaction

with Carter's performance, they also, within this same criticism,

make him recognize that he :night not have acquired his position

without the support of the Tiack vote. As this particular feature

is stressed more and more, the chief Executive, in turn, shall

have to begin answering for his actions or faco the threat of

being both discredited and not re-elected. The use of the ballot

forms the base for the development of an interest group.

Interest group is defined as"any group that, on the b

of one or more shared attitudes, makes certain claims upon

other groups in the society for the establishment, maintenance,
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or enhancement of forms of behavior that are implied by the

shared attitudes." 106 The primary attitude shared by a Slack

interest group is to gain equality in America. In affecting

foreign policy, Afro-Americans have their eyes on Africa without

forgetting the domestic struggle in the U.S. Of critical importance

is the fact that not one segment of blacks seeks to act as an

interest group, but rather "...the entire black community howcvcr,
A p•-q43 ,•,e-e- v•-vs-yo, i1-t	 1-/ly •	 rh	 ,11,17	 e crec,

has produced that have sought not only their particular interest

but those of the larger group also." 107 Analysis of this

assertion shows that since most blacks share common concerns,

then they become an intere?group via their ballot power which

they are only beginning to utilize to its full effects. Furthermore,

while this group acts in their own interests, it must be said

that they do not always transcend the concerns of the larger

American society. Hanes ;fallen, Jr., points out that Slack

pressure groups are effective only when they receive "majority

support from the white commi:onity." 10q „Since the white electorate

has greater political power than their - lack counterparts, the

latter group can in no way undermine the political efforts of

the former. A more unfortunate circumstance is the fact that

this schism exists between whites and blacks. ;fhile there is

sarwd overlap in their respective interest groups, Slack pressure

groups tend to deal more with	 political equality, which,

in turn, affects the amount of imract the group can have on

either domestic or foreign policymaking.

One distinction that must be made becomes apparent when

comparing white interest groups to black ones. 	 he former

generally represent buisness, labor, particular professions,
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and ethnic groups like the Jews. (Walton makes a similar assertion.)

On the other hand, Black interest groups, as stated before,

generally represent the needs of the total Black community. 109

Additionally, the advancement of a small group of blacks in

professional circles seems to expand the opportunities for

others, however, this idea has not been statistically measured.

The differences between white and black interest groups cause the

latter to experience the following problems:

1. "Social solidarity" and "expression of opinion"
might best characterize black interest groups. Yet
the stability and viability of these groups are
related directly to material benefits they can secure
for the causes they represent..."

2. Staff and money, as we have seen, are important
resources that groups need to promote their objectives
in the political process. Yowever, with the possible
exception of the NAA:P, black interest groups have
such resources only in small measure, if at all..."

3. Blacks can count on neither mass membership organizations
(labor) nor high socioeconomic status c,roups, (A-,A,A- :A) to
support their goals..."

4. Black interest groups, in many ways, are somewhat
caught in a bind. Thus so because a group's influence
in politics may be related to llow much its purposes
and activities are fong—uent with American values
and traditions..." I1C

Black interest groups seek prompt benefits as intangible promises

never seem to develop into what they should. T oreover, verbal

committments such as the Supreme Court's "with all deliberate

speed" have not worked as effectively as it was hoped. As a

result, --lack interest groups are compelled to seek more immediate

gains. While this is a rather drastic proposition, it provides

another indication of the status of blacks in America.

The weak economic position of blacks does not allow their

organizations and interest groups to operate like those of whites
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because the former lack the necessary financial resources to

continuously advance the group's aims. White dominated organizations

and status groups have none to very few blacks in them, so it is

not necessary for them to garner support from blacks as they

do not comprise a sizable force in any of these bodies. Finally,

a successful 'lack interest group must have ideals congruent

to those values shared by the larger American population; otherwise

the interest group remains ineffective. Likewise, an Afro-American

impact on America's Africa policy must reflect the group's consideration

of the larger global concerns as perceived through the area-centered

strategy. Application of this notion displays that blacks cannot

urge nolicymakers to adopt a hands-off posture in Africa since

this stance would pose a definite conflict with U.S. national

interests. As a result, decisionmakers would probably ignore any

points the interest group would make since these strategists

would contend that Afro-Americans do not understand the workings

of our policy toward. Africa. Nevertheless, we cannot dismiss

the fact that T4Dre and more Afro-Americans are suite aware of

the features of the U.S. posture.

Tactics employed by 31ack pressure groups differ from

those utilized by whites. The essential differeoce is advanced

by Hanes Walton who argues that "all black pressure groups have

had to seek not only to influence the particular governmental

agency involved, but in muse cases white society as a whole."

Thus, in seeking to influence the Africa policy, blacks must

convince the State 'Department, Congress and whites that the U.:.

engages in an inconsistent and exploitive strategy towards Africa.
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This three-fold task increases the difficulty of influencing

policymaking since two hurdles must be jumped before getting

to/the decisionmaking body. Further analysis suggests that Black

interest groups may be able to jump one or two of the obstacles,

but to persuade a segment of the population to view the Africa

policy from the perspective of Afro-Americans borders on the

absurd. Hence, while seeking to influence a policy, Black pressure

groups must also strive "to reform the governmental agencies,

legislation, and in some cases, society at large at the same

time." 112 This is a critical issue for blacks must provide

information of their viewpoint in order to Mucate the rest of

society. By enlightening9 overnmental agencies and society,

Black interest groups Can/ make these other factions understand

the Afro-American perspective.

When -Blac:c. political nrogress reaches an obstacle, the

group sometimes resorts to "pressure politics." It is defined

as "the principal tactic of black pressure groups... is their

appeal to the conscience of the people against the denial of

-justice in the broadest sense." 113 ;;;is 'smethod	 1

Afro-Americans garner support form whites. -alton advances

that blac ks resort to Pressure politics when no other alternatives

are available. 7e also argues that Afro-American dissent reached

a point where blacks had "to rrotest even for the right to rrotest

that the - irst Amendment supposedly guarantees every American." 114

One can debate whether Black . protest will return to the method

employed during the 'O's,	 had its faults in violent action,

but was successful in that Afro-AiLericans became recognized as

a force that had to be dealt with and not suppressed. In projectint,
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into the future, it seems that the 7llac nationalism moveirent

shall employ more sophisticated tactics by making ;;neater contact

among organizations so as to work nore effectively within the

system. These strategies shall more than likely spring out of

the continued functioning of Slack organizations which will play

an important role in the influencing of 7.3. diplomatic relations

with 	 .witn Africa.

Examination of 31ack organizations must be prefaced with a

fact documented by many critics. 7:asically, Afro-American concerns

are more of adootestic nature, seen in terms of gaining political,

social and economic equality in America. it therefore becomes

egtremely difficult for the average black person to overlook struggles

in America and identify with the plight of Africans. Hence,

this constituency calls for its organizations to focus their

attentions on the United States; however, this trend is changing

as more and more blacks become quite concerned about the conditions

of blacks in both the diaspora and the homeland. 'urther speculation

suggests that the increasingly important African continent shall

become a more salient issue in these black organizations. it must

also be clarified that some Slack organizations were interested in

joining hands with the 4rican continent, but preoccupation with

domestic struggles hindered them from doing so.

The first organization to be scrutinized deals specifically

with Africa. The American Negro Leadership Conference on Africa,

(A:TLCA) organized in 1961, supportsnindependence for African nations,
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African affairs." 115 Included in this interest group were such

illustrious Black leaders as :7artin Luther Icing, Roy Wilkins,

Whitney Youn, and James Farmer. The effectiveness of this

organization declined with the rise of Black natiOnalism. This

author atiees with Edward Chester who contends that the aforementioned

movement put tekisg particular organization out of business. Although

this group disintegrates, the important issue here is that an

Afro-American organization supports both self-determination and American

assistance to the Africans; moreover, this group was organized in the

midst of the civil rights movement which demonstrates that while

blacks were concerned about domestic politics, they I-2 = 10t

oblivious to African affairs.

Two other Black organizations are the Congress of Racial

Equality (CC7E) and the National Urban League.° The former, an

advocate of non-violent action, focuses its attentions on "election-

eering and organizing the black community. " I10 luring the height

of the civil rights movement, CC'E employed "direct action" via

"street demonstrations, sit-ins, ride-ins, etc." 11? Currently,

Walton contends, CCT: has become a supporter of Tlac': separtism

as opposed to	 former stance as integrator. 11°

On the other side of the coin, the 7ational Urban league

strives to raise the socioeconomic position of the Black lasses.

In the past, the Urban League's effectiveness as a pressure group

could be questioned.. Today, under the leadership of 7ernon Jordan,

both he and the League have been able to exert a great deal of

pressure on Thrter. Jordan, one of the Chief Executive's most

active critics, has criticized the Uresident for failing to keep
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campaign promises made to the .lack electorate; in essence, r. Carter

has concentrated on balancing the budget rather than providing

jobs. Nevertheless, it seems more than likely that the Urban League

shall continue to concentrate on influencing domestic policy so

that the :slack unemployed can become active in the American

socioeconomic system.

The Black Church comprises another important organization

for informing and mobilizing the masses since many Black ministers

use the pulpit to inform their congregations on issues that they

should be aware of. From this body spring two groups: the southern

Christian Leadership Conference (SOLO) and the Opportunities

industrialization Center (OIC). The SOLO began under the guidance

of Dr. :"actin Luther —ing, jr. This organization sought to end

segregation through civil disobedience. /hile under his leadership,

the organization was a strong and viable body. As the civil

rights movement progressed, this group's policies evolved towards

achieving economic equality. However, after ring's death, the

ZCIC began to flounder and lose its political effectiveness.

The otkv-outgrowth of the Black cl-urch is the CIO. Under

theidirection of its founder, Reverend Leon Sullivan, this center

trains primarily blacks and some whites so that they can accuire

the necessary skills to obtain and maintain jobs. Cf -reater

importance is the fact that the CI: has expanded past American

shores and infiltrated the African continent. This indicates -that

this particular organization not only identifies with its African
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brethern, but also perceives the notion of shared common concerns.

The most influential force in the 010 is its head, Reverend Sullivan,

who has mobilized $y congregation and informed them on what he

calls the "black connection" or the ancestral heritage that

Afro-Americans have with the Africans. Reverend Sullivan,himself,

has done much to influence policymaking, particularly towards

South Africa, by petitioning a number of multinational corporations

to sign his proposal which basically calls for these businesses

to refrain from exploiting African workers. Reverend:Sullivan

provides a concrete example of having an impact of foreign policy

in that he has been able to influence corporate investment in

South Africa. :_oreover, this offers an excellent example of how one

Slack minister has not only informed i his congregation on Africa,

but also has made them recognize theic connection with the continent.

Furthrmore, his efforts prove that Afro-Americans can influence

foreigh policy to-ra2f

:he Slack church has always played a role in providing

information while impressing upon Afro-Americans that they must

utilize their political power. Slacks have had this political

power all along, it is just that they were made to believe that

they were ineffective. :3.nisters raise Slack consciousness while

striving to erase the colonization of Slack American minds. :his,

in turn, lays +ht groundwork by which Slack churches can begin

expanding their interests into foreign affairs.

Cf all the dominant Slack organizations, one stands in

the foreront: the National Association for the Advance ment of

Colored people (NAACF). Formed in 191C, this organization chose

litigation as the way to gain equality in America while
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simultaneously striving to prove that blacks are entitled to

those rights enclosed in the American Constitution. The group's

activities concentrate mostly on the American legal system, however,

it	 :-J	 ' into the arena of international
r 	e-Ateri,,GEropeol

politics'i' An example of this idea occurred several weeks ago

when NAACP members journeyed to Nashville, Tennessee, to protest

the participation of South Africa in the 2avis Cup Tournament.

:lore importantly, the demonstratiovindicates that the NAACP

has raised Afro-American consciousness while also showing that

blacks must influence the U.S. policy toward Africa. Furthermore, the

incident also shows that this particular organization and its

members disapprove of the inclusion of South Africa in the tournament.

Arguably, these groups begin to turn their heads more

toward Africa while still keeping an eye on the domestic struggle.

'Tith this vision, the Black Church undoubtedly plays a vital

role for its influence in the Black community cannot be emphasized

enough. The power of the pulpit has always been a dominant force-

and its strength shall definitely continue. Thio author feels that the

clearinghouse for information is the church, thus it can be said

that this particular agency reaches most Afro-Americans; this

can, in turn, get them to mobilize their political strength and

use it wh2n necessary. While the church can aid in motivating

the masses, the Congressional Black Caucus demonstrates another

body that can influence and has already had an impact on foreign

policymakin,.

f:ze Congressional Black CA ,Acus (CBC) "is composed of

seventeen (now sixteen with the departure of newly appointed

UN Ambassador Andrew Young) Nouse -embers who share the common
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social, sultural and political experience of being black in
America, .119 Furthermore, CBC chairman Charles Rangel (D.N.Y.)
maintains that 'the Caucus symbolizes black political develop-
ment in this country. We feel that maintaining this symbo-
lism,' continued Rangel,' is critical at this juncture in our
development.' .120 This rise in Afro-American political deve-
lopment becomes evident by looking at the CBC since these
sixteen members were able to garner enough support from their
districts in order to be elected. Moreover, BarkerAnd McCoro -y

point out that the CBC is, in fact, an "interest group"
since they advance those concerns of blacks in America. Al-
though the presence of the Caucus is an important factor, one
could question if it is an effective political group.

Realistically speaking, the CBC comprises sixteen of2

five-hundred thirty-five Congressmen (House and Senate)-

hardly enough to have a substantial impact an congressional

policymaking. As individual congressional members, this may,

in fact, be the case; however, as an interest group, Caucus
power seems to increase substantially. They are only sixteen

members, yet besides representing the interests of their
constituents, they also mirror the concerns of the larger
Afro-American population. On the other hand, one criticism

that arises becomes apparent in the following passage:
"...blacks in Congress do not have the numbers or standing
to wield significant influence there. Nor do they have a
sufficiently broad and stable base from which to engage in

day-to-day hard bargaining with congressional administrative

leaders." 121 Richard Fenno maintains that congressmen are

concerned about "re-election, influence within the House, and
good public policy. "122 Thus as members of the CBC accrue

that all important factor of seniority, they become more

influential in the House. Moreover, the majority of these
members come from relatively "safe districts" in which they
have little trouble of being re-elected. The inference
that can be drawn from this is that individual Caucus members
gain seniority which can make them an effective group
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when they pull their weight together.

The Congressional Black Caucus can gain more power by:

1) maintaining present Caucus members who acquire more senio-

rity as the years go by; and 2) the election of more Afro-

American congressmen. This serves a two-fold purpose. First,

Caucus strength would experience incremental increases per

addition of each Black Congressman. Second, having more

blacksfin the larger congressional arena provides a way of

having more blacks on important committees while being able

to voice more monority opinions to the larger congress. The

present 16 Caucus members are all Democrats, and none are in

the Senate. However, there is one Black, a Republican who

is not a member of the CBC, in the Senate: Senator Edward

Brooke of Massachusetts, a man whose constituency is only

2 percent black.

As stated earlier, the CBC is an interest group. More-

over under previous chairman Charles C. Diggs, Jr., long an

advocate of A;ro Americans seeking to influence foreign policy

toward Africa, the CBC has played an active role in criticizing

the Africa policy. An example of Caucus activism occurred

on March 9, 1978, when the CBC sent a letter to President

Carter pressuring him to denounce the "Salisbury agreement."

(See Appendix) The Caucus also requested a meeting with the

President "to discuss the Southern Rhodesian crisis and to

review United States policy toward Africa." The important

fact here is that the Caucus views U. S. foreign policy to-

ward Africa as being not only one of this interest group's

concerns, but also relating to the concerns of Afro-Ameri

cans.
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The advent of the Carter regime suggests that the CBC

could play a more important role in influencing U. S. foreign

policy toward Africa. The employment of Caucus pressure

politics, i.e. informing Carter of the importance of the

Black electorate and the impact it had on getting him

elected, may cause the President to see the viewpoint of this

increasingly powerful interest group. Moreover, the fact that

it also represents the concerns of this country's Afro-Ameri-

cans may assist the President and his policymaking staff in

seeing the larger national picture. This vision would be

one of the majority of blacks in the United States voicing

their disapproval of America's Africa policy through the

vehicle of the Congressional Black Caucus.

Congressional influence and the impact of the CBC cer-

tainly pose an excellent transmission by which Afro-Americans

can have a greater effect on foreign policy. The next fac-

tor in this framework appears in the guise of trying to in-

fluence policymaking members in the State Department; how-

ever, one critic points out that the ones there usually deal

with the enactment of policy as opposed to the formulation of

strategy. Additionally, Chuck Stone advances the "revolving-

door negro process" 123 which indicates that in some cases,

the same Afro-American is reappointed in different positions

within the policymaking establishment. Stone cites Thurgood

Marshall, Robert C. Weaver, Carl T. Rowan, Clifford Alexander,

Andrew F. Brimmer, and Hobart Taylor as men who exemplified

this process during the J ohnson administration. Furthermore,

Stone argues that this process does not allow blacks to accrue
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more political power although they do knock down "racial

barriers."

The reappointment of an inner-circle of blacks does

not allow other Afro-Americans to infiltrate the important

policymaking positions in the State Department. Second, since

some of these men advance their own interests, decisionmakers

become misinformed on what the more general feeling of Afro-

Americans might be regarding the strategy-making. Third, the

continuous rehiring of a Black person does not ensure that

he is moving up the policymaking ladder; and, since his ideas

may not be reflective of those of the members of his race,

he hops from position to position-much like the game of "leap-

frog" in which the individual does not advance more than his

counterpart who still manages to stay ahead. Finally, the

"revolving-door negro process" keeps these few State Depart-

ment positions in the hands of a supposedly elite group of

men, who, because of their seniority, may possibly maintain

outdated ideas regarding foreign policy in general, the

Africa strategy, and whether Afro-Americans should be in a

position to influence the Africa policy.

We must not overlook how Stone's idea fits into the

"Spook hypothesis. "124 This time it appears in a notion

originally advanced by DuBois in his contention that

whites select black leaders. The hypothesis presumes that

blacks are incapable of electing their own leaders or, for

that matter, recommending who they would like to see in

these State Department positions. The solution to this

problem, then, is for these policymaking agencies to end the

restriction of their positions to a select group of men.
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Recapitulation of this framework shows the groundwork

for the follwoing structure: first, strengthening of Black

politics with more Blacks employing the ballot. Second, the

mobilization of Afro-American interest groups seeking to

influence foreign policy toward Africa. Third, the Black

church acting, as it always has, to provide more information

to blacks regarding their ties with Africa and why they should

seek to influence U. S. decisions regarding the continent.

This particular point is best served by the ministers who

offer both spiritual and political guidance to the members

of their congregations. Fourth; Black organizations, too,

must play a larger role. While they must still concentrate

on domestic issues, they must not allow their members to

disregard international politics. The NAACP is a prime

example of this idea as the organization has begun to have

a stronger effect on American diplomacy in Africa. This

strategy can be effective since the government is responsive

to domestic pressure. If blacks become more responsive, then

they can have an overwhelming effect on strategy aimed at

•Africa. Nevertheless, the framework is not perfect for

while Afro-Americans may become more involved, their voice

can still be ignored while the policy they favor may not be

implemented.

The linchpin of this strategy is located not in politics,

but rather in economics. Essentially, in order for blacks

to become a stronger political force, they must begin to

exercise their economic purchasing power. This, still / is not

enough -- Congressman Diggs points out that "unfortunately,

it is true that we do not control a share of the American

economy comparable to our purchasing power. This is our
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principal weakness." 125 Becoming an influential factor in

the economy acts as a springboard to having a greater imr

pact in the American political system. The old phrase of

"money talks" offers an aspiring interest group more flexi-

bility so that it can initiate actions geared to influence

decisionmakers. Indeed, Afro-Americans must become actors

in the economy so that their interest groups can be stronger.

The biggest drawback of Black organizations is that they

lack substantial monetary contributions which cause a decrease

in effectiveness. Coordination of economic gains coupled

with political development (i.e. providing information and

using the ballot) must occur before enacting a strategy by

which to influence the Africa policy. The two categories

are not mutually exclusive as one might think, but rather,

they go hand-in-hand. It is imperative that Afro-Americans

become a stronger domestic force for it will give them more

leverage to influence policy toward Africa.

That we have been building up to thus far is the notion

that the political effectiveness of blacks must be substan-

tially increased in order to have an impact on policy. Had

it been asked ten years ago if blacks were interested in

the African policy, the answer would have been an unequi-

vocal no. In posing this same question today, the response

would undoubtedly be yes. However, being interested does

not necessarily imply that one may be motivated to do any-

thing about the situation. Afro-Americans have a cultural

connection to Africa and to those people of African descent

in the diaspora and in the homeland. This link enables black

Americans to closely identify with the ordeal that the

Zimbabweans experience. Thus, there is a role for Afro-
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V A ROLE FOR AFRO-AMERICANS 	 AMERICA'S FOREIGN POLICY TOWARD AFRICA

The idea of a role for-Afro-Americans in America's foreign policy

presupposes that the group has been actively involved in influencing

decisionmakers on the salience of African issues. It is not the case

that they have been actively involved. On the other hand, Afro-Americans

have not been and are not completely excluded from the picture. (See the

Introduction of this paper.) Let us briefly reexamine the central

themes of the precedia,7 sections of this paper.

Pan-Africanjam provides a dranatic example of the cultural connection

between not only Afro-Americans and Africa, but all black peoples

of the world spread throughout the diaspo_a. Fan-Africanism, as a-

fact of past cooperation and as an ideology, justifies this inquiry

along With the interest of Black Americans in the affairs of the

ntherland.. The stren bthenin of political and economic power inside

the United States would make blacks a ,w)re olitlC Lly of f ctive 2 oup.

American foreign policy toward? has not been in Africa's beet interests.

The. continent has been "a low priority item" is overall furei'n Policy.

Tn eddition, Americ4.h forsi 5n nolicy to". and Africa has traditionally

followed t;:e lead of the former colonial rulers, the,'extern European

states, esnecially France and Great Britain. Poli cy is couched in.the

cold r::ar mentality aimed at blunting comunism in Africa. This parer

contends that , olicy should be restructured into a coherent ara-

centered strategy which operates for what the Africans want. Finally,

the role for Afro-Americans should be to encourage policymakers to see

to it that Africa gets what it needs; this allows the U. S. to adopt. a

number of postures through i.ntervent 4 on, nonintervention, economic

assistance, and a host of other strates tat could be cosidered.

The case study of the policy towards Rhodesia is designed to provide
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an instructive example of the previous section. Basically, policy, if

that is what it is to be called, towards Rhodesia is a disappointment

in that it typifies those characteristics which cause the more general

strategy directed towards Africa to be unsuccessful. The crux of the

matter, however, is that the policy is formulated with the goal of

blunting comunism which leads to a total misperception of the Rhodesian

problem.. This idea receives additional support in the fact t;lat American

decisionmakers have, so far, condoned the internal settlement between

the moderates and the Smith regime. This nact could nut the U. S.

in an even more critical position.

A framework for a strategy must be cDnstructed by which Afro-

Americans can influence policy toward Africa. The development of this

base permits Afro-Americans to affect policy towards Rhodesia. There

is a need for a systematic apnroach, exercised by, blacks, so that they

can assume their role in the influencinz of policy toward Africa.

Additionally, there are other "needs" for the construction of this

aproach.

An effective methodology must be hinged to information. Thus the

Black nress must assume a position of responsibility so as to ensure that

Afro-Americans receive information aboUt African affairs and the current

stance of America's fo)-eih policy toward the continent. The Black

press has begun to assume this role as evidenced by articles in Jet,

Ebon:L, Black Scholar, and The Crisis. Of these few exa uples, Jet and

Ebony have the largest number of subscriptions while providing excellent

mediums of information.

The disclosure of more information can cause a four-pronged effort.

This is evidenced by: 1) new Blatk organizations; 2) old Black organizations
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3) the Black church; and 4) the Congressional Black Caucus. Black

organizations can lock a little closer at Africa since their supporters

would be familiar with the issues. These groups can then gear some

of their activities towards congressional and State Department lobbying

which may impress upon decisiommakers that Afro-Americans do have a

stake in the policy. Old organizations j such as the NAACP, can

spearhead their efforts by expanding on the planned international

office. A relatively new organization to America is the All- African

People's Revolutionary Party (A-APRP) whose base is in Africa, yet

has chapters throughout the diaspora. Their goal is to bring socialism

to Africa. Additionally, the U. S. chapter is organizing the African

Liberation Day in Washington D. C., and has planned to march to the

Rhodesian embassy. (See Appendix)

The Black church comprises one of the oldest institutions by whidia

blacks can gain iliformation. It, too, can expand its interest in foreign

affairs; moreover, the church can provide the necessary impetus needed

to increase Black interest in foreign policy while making them

believe that they can be influential in the strategy-planning.

Another significant emerging institution is the Congressional

Black Caucus. It has become a force which no president can avoid. An

illustration of this point occurs in the letter the CBC sent to President

Carter expressing their concern for the internal settlement. (See Appendix)

They encouraged the Chief Executive "to take concrete steps to create

the necessary environment for accelerating negotiations based on the

Anglo-American plan..." Basically, the Caucus statement makes the same

criticisms of the settlement that are made in thic, author's analysis

of the pact. The CBC underlines the following nosition: "Black

Americans are dedicatid to peace with justice and total decolonization
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of the African continent." Thus, the CBC stresses the Afro-American

perspective of the matter byoacting as one of the prongs seeking to

influence the resulting U. S. strategy towards the proposed settlements

More important, the CBC seizes an opportunity for AfrO-Americans to

have an impact on America'S foreign policy towards Zimbabwe.

The role for Afro-Americans in America's foreign nOlicy toward

Africa has one need which Seemingly transcends all others: the

requirement that blacks must enter the policymaking establishment in

areas which deal with the formulation of policy. The best example

of this point is United States Ambassador to the UN, Andrew Young, a

man who has a dynamic effect on President Carter. (Incidentally, Young

does not exemplify Stone's "revolving-door negro nrocese.") This

contention oains support from the fact that Young has convinced Carter

to look at Africa. More important, Yung has been able to convey to

Carter Afro-American concerns on the Rhodesian :policy.

Ir , ,uestioning Young's effectiveness, all one needs to do is

look at Carter's recent trip to Africa. This journey implies that

the U. S. is revising itS attitude towards the continent, particularly

bccause Carter is the first American president to visit Africa. The

visit also symbolizes Africa movin up the foreign policy ladder. In

essence, African matters now become a big ger problem in fore lo	 nolicy

with Southern Africa moving to the frOnt burners. The fact that African

affairs now seem to be pushing themselves to center stage means that

Afro-American advice should be taken more seriously ''riven the occasion

of Young's position. Moreover, his appointment paralTels the rise in

importance of Africa in American foreign policy. In short, this

particular enisode demonstrates the efforts of one man to raise both

white Aaerican and Afro-American consciousness on the needs of Africa
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while simultaneously proving that blacks can influence policy

since their voices can now Be heard.

It becomes increasinly important for more Black leaders to begin

speaking out about the stance towards Rhodesia. They must somehow

encourage policymakers to make a sincere attempt to adhere to the

area-centered stratesy. Furthermore, Afro-Americans must realize

that Zimbabwe affects their lives. Congressman Digs advances that:

Blacks in America nave a special interest in economic and
political developments in Africa because it is oi.).r ancestral
land; because we, like Africans, have been subjected to racial
cpression-and white domination... and because the status-
respected or maligned- of Africa inexorably affects the imae,
and position of black Americans in the Unite states. 126

DiL:7si views accord with those of t his author'	 maintains that in

orHer for blacks to play a Viable role in influencing policy, they

Just: "follow forei -.7n policy developments; vote; pressure elected

officials in Washington, D. C.; and urie our $50 billion purcnasinf

power to exert leverage leva , raFe." 127 The fact that most Black

Americans are born in this country, become victims of domestic coloni-

zation, and are treated like aliens ingt.country they helped to build

clearly shows that they must not dismiss their African roots. indeed,

Zdmbabwe affects t:eir lives in that the discriminatory ; -)olicies and

le_71.1 barriers enacted on the Africans can be easily identified with

by Afro-Americans. Alth7 ,u7h the latter hire not conquerd their

-̂ recarious domestic situation, evidence :resented in this study demon-

str7-,tes their concern for African issues, esreciall the on L;oine,

conflict in Rhodesia.

The , ,eculiar constraints that blacks ex -cerionce in A_erica maes

it very difficult to monitor Phori:esian affairs. :nil; the d ,.ve'oment

of Black frLun - ,olitics indirectly disolays the political o:frssion
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Afro-Americans undergo, this schism, in turn, suggests that blacks cannot

be influential because they have not acquired the necessary political

power. But this is not the case for blacks have just been made to

believe that they are powerless. Afro-American concern for this

Power imbalance has not deterred them from seeking to acquire more

political strength and influence in foreign Policy.

The lack of a systematic erocedure to influence foreign policy-

making compels this author to advance a model. This paradigm provides

the needed systematic procedure for blacks to have a greater impact

on both the Africa strategy and the more snecific policy towards - . 7nodesia.

Afro-American Influence Paradigm

1. Information to the Masses- this has a two-fold effect in that
it educates American's. It can be accomplished by

a. The Black press and the Black church providing up-to-
date information on foreign policy developments while stressing
that blacks must become more actively involved in politics.
b, informing nhite Americans of Afro-American perspectives of
the Africa policy. This is done to educate all the masses
while advancing that it is rihtful for blacks. to seek to
have an impact on the policy.

2. Use of the ballot- Afro-Americans must utilize their voting
power which will, in turn, make politicians more responsible
to their constituents; this ar -plies primarily to t .):ose politicians
coming from urban minority impacted areas.

3. Strenthenin,7 of Black oranizations, this can be achieved by
Membershir drives and menetary Contributions. 3y doinE this,
the organizations gain strength throu:ah more. political and
economic autort. Black oraanizations forr, an effective
lobbying apparatus as they represeht the concerns of a alaaa -c..
::oreover, there would be more than one Particular organization
makinE an appeal, so the war could be waged on many fronts.

4. Congressional lobbying- these sa me Black organizations and
the separate interest grouts must begin congressional lobbying
so as to inform congressmen of Afro-American concerns. This act
supplements the efforts of the UBC. Additionally, more blacks
must begin writing to their congressmen in response to policy
decisions.

5. State Deartment lobbying- this would be acaieved by uoe of the
f?ur prongs: new Black organizations, ild Black organizations,
t s e Black church, and the CEC. Their task is to impress upon•
State Department policymakina, officials that Afro-Americans are
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quite concerned about various postures taken by the United
States policy.

6. Presidential lobbying- Black leaders and Caucus members would
assume this role. Evidence cited in this raper proves that leaders
such as Andrew Young can impress Afro-American concerns upon
Carter. This makes the Chief Executive more cognizant that
blacks monitor his activities in the international arena.
They must be quick to inform him when he misdirects an action
or advances a strategy which conflicts with their immediate
concerns.

While this paradigm has not been tested in totality, parts of it

suggest that it can, in fact, work. Nevertheless, the whole process

must be lined up and utilized by blacks desiring to affect the Africa

policy.

The formulation of this paradigm stems from the basic problem

of political theory in that it sometimes does nat relate to "real

world situations." Political scientists such as Robert Dahl and

Peter Bachrach support this idea while contending that there is a need

for theory which mirrors these situations. 1' 28 Moreover, there is a

need for non-stereotypical, non-mythical political models about

Afro-Americans. 1'29 Reexamination of the "Afro-American Influence

Paradigm" suggests that it could work while it can also be employed

in "real world situations." Utilization of this model gives blacks

a louder voice in American diplomacy in Africa.

Application of the aforementioned strategy should show positive

results which would be witnessed by an increase in the overtures made

by the group. Additionally, the four prongs of an Afro-American

interest group could have a dramatic effect on influencing foreign

policy, especially when these prongs are coupled with the paradigm.

Nevertheless, blacks cannot copy Jews in the sense that they focus

their eyes on one particular country: Israel. The essential difference
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between Jews and the Middle East, on the one hand, and blacks and Africa,

on the other, is that Jews concentrate on help for Israel to survive,

while blacks need to be concerned with a wide variety of issues all

over Africa. Support for the Afro-American side appears, for example,

in the continuation of the liberation struggle in southern Africa,

through border disputes, to economic development. In some cases,

the U. S. rust stay out, whereas in others, America must intervene

at different levels. 130 This development serves as an excellent

indicator that blacks do have something to offer which negates the

"Spook hypothesis" 131 that questions their political incapabilities.

It is imrerative for blacks to have a sharing role in the policy

directed towards Africa. Their increasing political effectiveness,

use of economic leverage, mobilizattan_totnthe_fouprpngs, and

employment of the Paradigm can lead to a formidable strategy through

which they can have greater influence on foreign policy. In the

final analysis, Afro-Americans owe it to themselves and to the United

States that they actively seek to have an 	 pact on policy while con-

tinuing to increase the power of their role in the American rolitical

structure. Indeed, one Leplies the other.
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APPENDIX



"Tar-Baby" was the name given by its State Department oppo-
nents to the southern Africa policy adopted in 1969 by the
Nixon administration. The name, of course, refers to the
famous Uncle Remus story.

Brer Fox, who was always trying to catch Brer Rabbit, took
some tar one day and mixed it with some turpentine and made
himself what he called a Tar Baby. He sat it down by the side
of the road and hid in some bushes to see what would happen.
Along came Brer Rabbit, who stopped short and greeted the
Tar Baby. When the Tar Baby made no reply to his various
friendly queries, Brer Rabbit, insulted, hit it with his fist and, of
course, got stuck. Angered even more, he hit the Tar Baby
with his other fist and again got stuck. He managed to get both
his feet stuck the same way. Furious at the lack of any reaction
from the Tar Baby, Brer Rabbit butted it with his head and
now was totally stuck.

Then Brer Fox sauntered forth. "Good morning, Brer
Rabbit," he said. "You look sort of occupied this morning. But
I expect you'll take dinner with me tonight, I ain't going to take
no excuses."

* Based on the story by Joel Chandler Harris in Uncle Remus: His Sang.
and Sayings (rev. ed.; New York: Appleton, 1925), ch. 2.

0,

THE WONDERFUL TAR BABY STORY *
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TABLE 1-1
Population, by Race -States: 1950 to 1970 [As of April 1, Resident population]

cn

STATE WHITE

1950

NEGRO
OTHER
RACES WHITE

1960

NEGRO
OTHER
RACES WHITE

1970
NEGRO

PERCENT
OF ALL

NUMBER	 CLASSES
OTHER
RACES

Okla. 2,032,526 145,503 55,322 2,107,900 153,084 67,300 2,280,362 171,892 6.7 106,975
Tex. ____ 6,726,534 977,458 7,202 8,374,831 1,187,125 17,721 9,717,128 1,399,005 12.5 80,597

Mt. 	 4,549,634 66,429 162,935 6,514,294 123,242 217,524 7,798,087 180,382 2.2 303,093
Mont. 	 572,038 1,232 17,754 650,738 1,467 22,562 663,043 1,995 0.3 29,371
Idaho 	 581,395 1,050 6,192 657,383 1,502 8,306 698,802 2,130 0.3 11,635
Wyo. 	 284,009 2,557 3,963 322,922 2,183 4,961 323,024 2,568 0.8 6,824
Colo. 	 1,296,653 20,177 8,259 1,700,700 39,992 13,255 2,112,352 66,411 3.0 28,496
N.Mex. _.. 630,211 8,408 42,568 875,763 17,063 58,197 915,815 19,555 1.9 80,630
Ariz. __ - 654,511 25,974 69,102 1,169,517 43,403 89,241 1,604,948 53,344 3.0 112,608
Utah 	 676,909 2,729 9,224 873,828 4,148 12,651 1,031,926 6,617 0.6 20,730
Nev. 	 149,908 4,302 5,873 263,443 13,484 8,351 448,177 27,762 5.7 12,799

Pac. 	 13,936,398 507,043 671,523 19,315,718 962,446 919,880 23,579,093 1,514,243 5.7 1,429,295
Wash. 	 2,316,496 30,691 31,776 2,751,675 48,738 52,801 3,251,055 71,308 2.1 86,806
Oreg. 	 1,497,128 11,529 12,684 1,732,037 18,133 18,517 2,032,079 26,308 1.3 32,998
Calif. 	 9,915,173 462,172 208,878 14,455,230 883,861 378,113 17;761,032 1,400,143 7.0 791,959
Alaska 	 92,808 (1) 35,835 174,546 6,771 44,850 236,767 8,911 3.0 54,704
Hawaii 	 114,793 2,651 382,350 202,230 4,943 425,599 298,160 7,573 1.0 462,828

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Population: 1950, vol. If, part 1; 1960, vol. I; and 1970, vol. L part B. Reprinted from Stan real
Abstract of the U.S., 1974, p. 29.



TABLE 1-I
Population, by Race - States" 1950 to 1970 (As of April 1, Resident population]

STATE WHITE

1950

NEGRO
OTHER
RACES WHITE

1960

NEGRO
OTHER
RACES WHITE

1970
NEGRO

PERCENT
OF ALL

NUMBER	 CLASSES
OTHER
RACES

U.S 	 135,149,629 15,044,937 1,131,232 158,831,732 18,871,831 1,619,612 177,748,975 22,580,289 11.1 2,882,662
N.E 9,161,156 142,941 10,356 10,242,389 243,363 23,615 11,388,774 388,398 3.3 64,491
Maine - 910,846 1,221 1,707 963,291 3,318 2;656 985,796 2,800 0.3 3,972

532,275 731 236 604,334 1,903 684 733,106 2,505 0.3 2,070
Vt. 	 377,188 443 116 389,092 519 270 442,553 761 0.2 1,016
Mass. 	 4,611,503 73,171 5,840 5,023,144 111,842 13,592 5,477,624 175,817 3.1 35,729
R.I. 	 777,015 13,903 978 838,712 18,332 2,444 914,757 25,338 2.7 6,630
Conn. 1,952,329 53,472 1,479 2,423,816 107,449 3,969 2,835,458 181,177 6.0 15,074

M.A. 	 28,237,528 1,875,241 50,764 31,280,078 2,785,136 103,238 32,921,730 3,955,755 10.6 321,555
N.Y. 	 13,872,095 918,191 39,906 15,287,071 1,417,511 77,722 15,834,090 2,168,949 11.9 233,928
N.J.	 ._ 	 4,511,585 318,565 5,179 5,539,003 514,875 12,904 6,349,908 770,292 10.7 47,964
Pa. 	 9,853,848 638,485 5,679 10,454,004 852,750 12,612 10,737,732 1,016,514 8.6 39,663

E.N.C. 	 28,543,307 1,803,698 52,363 33,253,272 2,884,969 86,783 36,160,135 3,872,905 9.6 219,436
Ohio 	 7,428,222 513,072 5,333 8,909,698 786,097 10,602 9,646,997 970,477 9.1 34,543
Ind. 	 3,758,512 174,168 1,544 4,388,554 269,275 4,669 4,820,324 357,464 6.9 15,881
M. 	 8,046,058 645,980 20,138 9,010,252 1,037;470 33,436 9,600,381 1,425,674 12.8 87;921
Mich. 	 5,917,825 442,296 11,645 7,085,865 717,581 19,748 7,833,474 991,066 11.2 50,543
Wis. 	 3,392,690 28,182 13,703 3,858,903 74,546 18,328 4,258,959 128,224 2.9 30,548

W.N.C. 	 13,576,077 424,178 61,139 . 14,749,345 561,068 83,702 15,481,048. 698,645 4.3 139,494
Minn. 	 2,953,697 14,022 14,764 3,371,603 22,263 19,998 3,736,038 34,868 0.9 34,065
Iowa 	 2,599,546 19,692 1,835 2,728,709 25,354 3,474 2,782,762 32,596 1.2 9,018

STATE WHITE

1950

NEGRO
OTHER
RACES WHITE

1960

NEGRO
OTHER
RACES WHITE

1970
NEGRO

PERCENT
OF ALL

NUMBER	 CLASSES
OTHER
RACES

J1

Mo. 3,655,593 297,088 1,972 3,922,967 390,853 5,993 4,177,495 480,172 10.3 18,834

N. Dak. 608,448 257 10,931 619,538 777 12,131 599,485 2,494 0.4 15,782

S. Dak..._ 628,504 727 23,509 653,098 1,114 26,302 630,333 1,627 0.2 33,547

Nebr.	 __ 1,301,328 19,234 4,948 1,374,764 29,262 7,304 1,432,867 39,911 2.7 10,715

Kans.	 __ 1,828,961 73,158 3,180 2,078,666 91,445 8,500 2,122,068 106,977 4.8 17,333

S.A. 	 16,041,709 5,094„744 45,882 20,047,496 5,844,565 79,671 24,112,395 6,388,496 20.8 170,446

Del.	 -___ 273,878 43,598 609 384,327 60,688 1,277 466,459 78,276 14.3 3,369

Md. ____ 1,954,975 385,972 2,054 2,573,919 518,410 8,360 3,194,888 699,479 17.8 28,032

D.C. ____ 517,865 280,803 3,510 345,263 411,737 6,956 209,272 537,712 71.1 9,526

Va. 	 2,581,555 734,211 2,914 3,142,443 816,258 8,248 3,761,514 861,368 18.5 25,612

W. Va. __ 1,890,282 114,867 403 1,770,133 89,378 910 1,673,480 67,342 3.9 3,415

N.C. ____ 2,983,121 1,047,353 31,455 3,399,285 1,116,021 40,849 3,901,767 1,126,478 22.2 53,814

S.C.	 __-_ 1,293,405 822,077 1,545 1,551,022 829,291 2,281 1,794,430 789,041 30.5 7,045

Ga.	 -__ 2,380,577 1,062,762 1,239 2,817,223 1,122,596 3,297 3,391,242 1,187,149 25.9 11,184

Fla.	 ____ 2,166,051 603,101 2,153 4,063,881 880,186 7,493 5,179,343 1,041,651 15.3 28,44q

E.S.C.____ 8,770,570 2,698,635 7,976 9,338,991 2,698,839 12,296 10,202,810 2,571,291 20.1 29,36Q

Ky.	 ____ 2,742,090 201,921 795 2,820,083 215,949 2,124 2,981,766 230,793 7.2 6,14-

Tenn.	 _ 2,760,257 330,603 858 2,977,753 586,876 2,460 3,293,930 621,261 15.8 8,4ot-

Ala.	 ____ 2,079,591 979,617 2,535 2,283,609 980,271 2,860 2,533,831 903,467 26.2 6,8t.

Miss. ____ 1,188,632 986,494 3,788 1,257,546 915,743 4,852 1,393,283 815,770 36.8 7 c"

W.S.C. 12,037,250 2,432,028 68,294 14,090,149 2,768,203 92,903 16,104,903 3,010,174 15.6 205. t-

Ark. ____ 1,481,507 426,639 1,365 1,395,703 388,787 1,782 1,565,915 352,445 18.3 4 .

La_ 1.796.683 882,428 4A05 _2,211.715 1, 039,207 6,11/0 2,541,498 1,086,832_ 29.8 12

•
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Appendix A

Rhodesia's Proclamation of independence * 	 •

WHEREAS in the course of human affairs history has shown that it
{ n .4y become necessary for a people to resolve the political affiliations
'.rich have connected them with another people and to assume amongst
rier nations the separate and equal status to which they are entitled:
IND WHEREAS in such event a respect for the opinion of mankind re-

, res them to declare to other nations the causes which impel them to
.ume full responsibility for their own affairs:

THEREFORE, WE, THE GOVERNMENT OF RHODESIA, DO HEREBY

• I ARE:

1 HA i it is an indisputable and accepted historic fact that since 1923
ciovernment of Rhodesia have exercised the powers of self-govern-

,rit and have been responsible for the progress, development and wel-
,:c ut their people;

tuA t the people of Rhodesia having demonstrated their loyalty to the •
sotIRCE: Rhodesia Government Notice No. 737N of 1965 and Rhodesia

uclantation No. 53 of 1965,
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through two world wan. ,t; al having been prepared to shed their blood
and give of their substance in what they believed to be the mutual inter-
ests of freedom-loving people, now see all that they have cherished
about to be shattered on the rocks of expediency;

THAT the people of Rhodesia have witnessed a process which is de-
structive of those very precepts upon which civilization in a primitive
country has been built; they have seen the principles of Western democ-
racy. responsible government and moral standards crumble elsewhere;
nevertheless they have remained steadfast;

THAT the people of Rhodesia hilly support the requests of their Gov-
ernment for sovereign independence but have witnessed the consistent
refusal of the Government of the United Kingdom to accede to their en-
treaties;

THAT the Government of the United Kingdom have thus demon-
strated that they are not prepared to grant sovereign independence to
Rhodesia on terms acceptable to the people of Rhodesia, thereby per-
sisting in maintaining an unwarrantable jurisdiction over Rhodesia. ob-
structing laws and treaties with other states and the conduct of affairs
with other nations and refusing assent to laws necessary for the public
good; all this to the detriment of the future peace, prosperity and good
government of Rhodesia;

THAT the Government of Rhodesia have for a long period patiently
and in good faith negotiated with the Government of the United King-
dom for the removal of the remaining limitations placed upon thdm and
for the grant of sovereign independence;

THAT in the belief that procrastination and delay strike at and injure
the very life of the nation, the Government of Rhodesia consider it es-
sential that Rhodesia should attain, without delay, sovereign indepen-
dence, the justice of which is beyond question;

NOW, THEREFORE, WE, THE GOVERNMENT OF RHODESIA, in humble
submission to Almighty God who controls the destinies of nations. con-
scious that the people of Rhodesia have always shown unswerving loy-
alty and devotion to Her Majesty the Queen and earnestly praying that
we and the people of Rhodesia will not be hindered in our determina-
tion to continue exercising our undoubted right to demonstrate the same
loyalty and devotion, and seeking to promote the common good so that
the dignity and freedom of all men may be assured, DO, BY THIS PRO-

CLAMATION, adopt, enact and give to the people of Rhodesia the Consti-
tution annexed hereto.

I. DOI 1.1 \'. 4\11 I li

Deputy Prime Minister'
CLIFFORD W. DI TON 1

Ministers
WILLIAM J. HARPER

J. H. HOWNIAN

D. LARDNER-IICRKI.

IAN F. MCLEAN

MONTROSE

B. II. NICStil T

G. W. RCM %NO

A.	 SMI III

P. VAN 111 RDLN

I. %AR \HIM I

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN

GIVEN UNDER OUR HAND AT SALISBURY, THIS ELEVENTH DAY OF NO-

VEMBER IN TUE YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED AND

SIXTY-FIVE.
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such
TABLE 2-8
Black Stereotypes of Whites

1971
Dts-

AGREE- AGREE

%	 %

1970
	NOT	 Dm-

SURE AGREE AGREE

	fo. 	 %

NOT
SURE

%

Whites feel that blacks are
inferior 81 11 8 81. 11 8

Whites give blacks a break only
when forced to 79 13 8 77 15 8

White men secretly want black
women 76 7 17 74 7 17

Whites are really sorry slavery
for blacks was abolished 70 14 6 63- 18 19

Whites have a mean and selfish
streak in them 68 18 14 65 20 15

Whites are physically weaker
than blacks 65 15 20 55 n 24

Whites are scared that blacks are
better people than they are 62 23 15 66 21 13

Whites are less honest than
blacks 58 19 23 50 23 27

White people need to have
somebody like blacks to lord
it over 52 28 20 49 31 20

Whites are more apt to Catch
diseases 49 18 33 44 21 35

White Stereotypes of Blacks

1971 1963

Whites Who Agree That: %
Blacks are less ambitious than whites 52 66
Blacks laugh a lot 48 68
Blacks smell different 48 60
Blacks have lower morals than whites 40 55
Blacks want to live off the hand-out 39 41
Blacks have less native intelligence 37 39
Blacks keep untidy homes 35 46
Blacks breed crime- 27 35
Blacks care less for their families 26 31
Blacks are inferior to whites 22 31

SOURCE: Reprinted with permission from Louis Harris, The Anguish of Change (New York;
W. W. Norton, 1973), pp. 233, 236-237
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The-Nature of the System

with government responsiveness. It would appear that black Americans
make a distinction which is based upon a perception of the president as
the government and his individual role in meeting the political demands
dhiecks. Such a linkage helps to explain the sharp decline between 1968
mid 1972 when a Republican occupied the White House. Moreover, the
cynicism reflected in Figures 3-1 and 3-2 suggests much unhappiness
;jilt the pace of progress on black concerns. Despite some gains in the
political area of civil rights, socioeconomic improvement for the mass of

v,5' wad Americans was limited. And it should be remembered that black
lobart communities had, by 1968, gone through a period of violence
unequaled in American history. But that period of profound upheaval
produced little change. Assessing the national response to its report of

-percent

40 —

1964	 1968	 1 972
Don't Know

Not Much

Some

0 A Good Deal

'UE 3-2

inick Views: "How Much Attention Government Pays to People"

vugg: Data from Inter University Consortium for Political Research, Survey
.Pisearch Center, University of Michigan, 

American National Election Studyx,1968, 19721.
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1964	 1966	 1968	 1970

FIGURE 10-2
Confidence in Leaders, Parties, and Elections, 1964.4972

SOURCE: Arthur H. Miller, "Rejoinder to 'Comment by Jack Citrin: Political
Discontent of Ritualism.'" Reprinted with permission from American Political
Science Review 68:3 (Sept. 1974), p. 990.

certain periods, as for example during World War II, the tenuous nature
of this kind of attachment is steadily revealed."

In any event perhaps it is out of the growing sense of unity and
political effectiveness among black Americans that one can seek to

n nl.iin their declining trust in government. But there have been few
trn t ,minx:' Kicks (gee Figure 10-3.) The most

FIGURE 10-3
Index of Trust in Government By Race, 1964-1970

SOURCE: Arthur H. Miller, "Political Issues and Trust in Government: 1964-
1970." Reprinted with permission from American Political Science Review 68:3
(Sept., 1974), p. 955.

great among blacks as among the white citizens. (Note the change in
white trust in government between 1972 and 1973.)

For blacks, however, the traditional institutions of government sim-
ply had lost what degree of credibility they once had. Only the Su-

Sut the image of a new democratic order was smashed by the race riots land)
lynchings. ... The result was a mass trauma, and a series of movements among
Negroes in the 1920's which were characterized by a desire to withdraw from a

ri,qr which wanied litho tr,	 tt ith than 4s.'bt .t , t•.• t, .,r	 tt the 14111' ,•
—Tarns mg*,
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FIGURE 2-2
Median Family Income by Color, 1965-1972 (in current dollars)

SOURCE: Social and Economic Characteristics of the Black Population, 1972 —
Bureau of the Census, CPR, series MO, no. 85 (Dec. 1972) and series P-60, no.
87 (June 1973).

some analysts to conclude that there exists a "dual labor market." Of
this phenomenon Michael Piore has written:

The poor are . . . separated from the non-poor in the . . . sense that they
have economic value where they are and hence that there are groups
interested, not only in resisting the elimination of poverty, but in actively
seeking its perpetuation.?

The facts of job discrimination certainly lend force to the implication in
Piore's assertion. But, even if one does not wish to accept such a harsh

Michael J. Piore, "Jobs and Training," in Samuel Beer and Richard Barringer, eds.,
The State and the Poor (Cambridge: Winthrop Publishers, 1970).
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TABLE 8-3

Black Representatives and Seniority

% BLACK
NAME	 ELECTED	 IN DISTRICT

1.4

Burke, Yvonne 1972 51
(D., Cal., 37)*
Chisholm, Shirley 1968 77
(D., N.Y., 12)
Clay, William 1968 54
(D., Mo., 1)
Collins, Cardiss 1973 55
(D., Ill. , 7)
Conyers, John	 1964	 70
(D., Mich., 1)
Dellums, Ronald 1970 26
(D., Calif., 7)
Diggs, Charles	 1954	 66
(D., Mich., 13)
Fauntroy, Walter	 1970	 71
(D., D.C.)
Ford, Harold	 1974	 47
(D., Tenn., 8)

COMMITTEE SENIORITY

Appropriations

Education and Labor

Rank
32 (37)"

14 (27)

Education and Labor
Post Ofc. & Civil Ser.
Foreign Affairs
Govt. Operations
Govt. Operations
Judiciary
Armed Services
District of Columbia
District of Columbia
Foreign Affairs
District of Columbia
Banking, Currency, & Housing
Banking, Currency, & Housing
Veterans' Affairs

13 (27)
9 (19)

19 (22)
17 (29)
13 (29)
6 (23)

19 (27)
4(15)
1 (15) (Chinn.)
6 (22)
6 (15)

15 (29)
21 (29)
15 (19)

* Congressional districts are designated within states by number. For example, Representative Burke represents the 37th Congressional district
of California; Representative Chisholm the 12th congressional district of New York, and so one.

** Total Democratic membership of committee.

' 	 • n



TABLE 8-3 (continued)

% BLACK

NA ME	 ELECTED	 IN Mower	 CO MMITTEE	 SENIORITY

Rank
Hawkins, Augustus	 1962	 54	 Education and Labor 	 7 (27)
(D., Calif., 21)	 House Administration	 6 (17)

Jordan, Barbara	 1972	 42,...	 Govt. Operations	 23 (29)
(D., Tex., 18)	 Judiciary	 14 (23)
Metcalfe, Ralph	 1970	 89	 Interstate & Foreign Comm. 	 16 (28)
(13., M., 1)	 !vier. Marine & Fisheries	 12 (27)
Mitchell, Patten	 1970	 74	 Banking, Currency, & Housing 	 14 (29)
(D., Md., 7)	 Budget	 9 (17)

Nix, Robert	 1958	 65	 Foreign Affairs	 7 (22)
(D., Penn., 2)	 Post Ofc. & Civ. Serv.	 4 (19)

Rangel, Charles	 1970	 59	 Ways and Means	 18 (25)
(D., N.Y. 19)

Stokes, Louis	 1968	 66	 Appropriations	 24 (37)
(D., Ohio, 21)	 Budget	 14 (17)
Young, Andrew	 1972	 44	 Rules	 11 (11)
(D., Ga., 5)

***In addition, approximately 19 percent of the district is composed of Spanish-Americans.

Sou RC ES; Michaet Barone at at., The Almanac of American Politics, (Boston: Gambit, 1973), and Congressional Directory, 1975. Sea-knit"' rank calculated
in accordance w.11, Congressional 1:1,ectory„ 1975.
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E. Fauntroy
Augus	 Hawkins
Barbara Jorda
Ralph H. Metcalfe
Parren J. Mitchell
Robert N. C. Nix

Louis St
Charles B. Ran

AntWi(v Young
1974-1976	 Yvonne Burke

Shirley Chisholm
William L. Clay
Cardiss Collins
John Conyers, Jr.
Ronald V. Dellums
Charles C. Diggs, Jr.
Walter E. Fauntroy
Harold Ford
Augustus F. Hawkins
Barbara Jordan
Ralph H. Metcalfe
Parren J. Mitchell
Robert N. C. Nix
Charles B. Rangel
Louis Stokes
Andrew Young

PARTY	 STATE

D District of Cohimbia
D California'
D Texas

Maryland
Pennsylvania

D taw York

D Georgia
D	 California
D New York
D Missouri
D Illinois
D Michigan
D California
13	 Michigan
D	 District of Columbia
D Tennessee
D California
D Texas
D Illinois
D Maryland
D Pennsylvania
D New York
D Ohio
D Georgia	 "w kinim45 ,4-

YEA NAME  

•e:

•• n•': ' 4t,
' •-••• • ;•''

SOURCE: List through 1973 compiled and reprinted with permission from Joint Center for
Political Studies. Black Politics '72 (Part II. The Republican National Convention, pp.
61-64). Updated by authors from 1973-1976. Notes reprinted in original and updated
where necessary.

By the time Dawson became chairman he had reached an advanced age
and his health was deteriorating. Effective use of power requires a
degree of vigor and energy which he also did not possess. And, finally,
the amount of bargaining with colleagues for the interest of a black
constituency was limited since Dawson's position furnished few sources
with which to negotiate.

Unlike his colleague from Chicago, Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. was a
maverick. The minister of the largest black Protestant congregation in
New York City, Congressman Powell exploited this resource in fighting
the Tammany machine of New York. Powell emerged at an opportune
time.. The influence of political machines was declining, but of equal

f6.
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tngresslonal Black Caucus
306-307 U.S. HOUSE ilF REPRESENTATIVES - ANNEX
WASHINGTON, D.C. Z0515 (201) 125-1691

..rum
March 9, 1973

PRESS
RELEASE

.ee 1: e r	 . .sete
202/22S-1691 P" s

CONGRESS:MILL. EILACN CAUCUS .n.,Essungs 7nE3=o7 CARTER TO 
IC DE	 SeUTEZRZ; 71=ESIA SI.TTLET PLA41 

The Cengressional ElacX Caucus today strongly urged President Carter
to "peblicly condeMn" the "internal eettlement" in Southern Rhodesia.
The Caucus also requested a meetiag with the President to discess the
Southern Rhodesian crisis and to review United States policy toward
Africa. In tecley's letter to the Preeident, the exec= seated that
the President s : failure to publicly reject the "internal settlemeet"
plan will make the United States an aeeomplice in what could he a
'nleck on elack war in Southern nhedesia.'

The letter was Signed by CengteasenZen Patten J. Mitchell, Chairean,
Congressional neck Caucus and Cotgressman Charles C. Diggs, Jr.,
Ce-Chaireen, Cencressional Oleek Caucus International Affaies sub-
c!7=ittete on behalf of the 16 members of the Caucee. The tent of
tea letter appears below:

March 9, 1270

T!'e President
ite

:a.-eleeeton, D.C.

Dear :Ir. President:

Tre streneee uree you to condemn publicly the "internal
eeteleeene' ia Seeethern Rhodesia, ad to take concrete
re to eee.te tee necessary environment for acceler-
ae._	 Lased on the Anglo-American plan or
a-.	 2: acceptable to all the principal

. 7.ste. Failure to do SQ will erode the
:	 will your admizistration has begun

te e e.e .	 e 'ea and make our country aceomelices
in	 e. e	 e ,	 etraced Slack on clack war in
Se:et ...1=n	 coule; hecaMe internationalized.

e7e . felieve e:e.ee a eeeaetien of the internal settlement
in te tee	 ce the United States for eaverel

1. The e--re:.7ele. eeljee,:ery settlement negotiated
S. eay. Sateele, Bishep lezorewa

zee	 eeee not include all perties
ee ee. eaeeotalest struggle, partieulazly

t.e •-f - ee2:e :erees reseoneible in large measure
eee tee e.essure that brought Smith to the hego"
tne ti;

2. The Salisbury agreement violates the cardinal
preaeeele of the Angle-American plan, eaeely, the
surrender of ewer by the illegal regime and a
return to legality ac part of the United 'eingdOM:

3. The settleeent entrenches white erivilege throuCe
the establieament of a two-tier system of govern-
ment, retention of the principal organs of power,
the civil service, the army and internal eecerety
and the inetiteteeealizaeeen of a flecking fourth
of the Parliament tereeen the provisions reserving
23 =eats for whites and prohihitizg any changes en
these provisions for 10 years and only teen sehteect
to the reco=mendationg af A M'-ally eeeeieeee
coemisseon.

- m02= -
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4. The Salisbury settlement doss not even prcvide for the
African majority in Southern Rhodesia to eetrese
its :ill on this plan. Cely the present white elec-
torate will vote upon it,

S. Because of similar cireumetances, acceptance of this
elan will further encourage South Africa to seek a
sitilerly restrictive 4 inteenel settlement" in eamibia
and increase the chances for major conflict along
South Aleica's botdera;

6. Failure to denounce the Smith plan will be tentareuat
to condoning the recent ahcdaziee raids into Zambea
for, as you recall, Ian Smich laenrhed a major raid
on Mozambique even while aneeuncing the ode ring of
tales on the "internal settlement," Ee -then leenched
an attack on Zambia only two days after the annoeeeed
agreement on an internal „settlement. These are not
the notions of a person wire is seeking eeace and
reconciliation. Indeed, teeae. raids further narrow
the possibility that the figaeing forces will accede
the Smith elan; and finally;

7. nes is tee eve of your hiszorie 74.5it to Afrie:a.
ailere to upnold a eelicy you have advocated, the
Anglo-emeeican plan, could   eee eore cordial
relatione you have teen al,le to ezeabliae there.

nr. 'S'eeesieent, the United States euet reccenere teat it has
vital intereste in Aeriee, aed, similar to ime lerael eeleeo7 ,

:nese act iedepeedently of ite allies. if reaczarY- O .
aeuevocate could reinforce tea greeing suseiceon about the
will and sireee -'ry of U,S,	 efforts, earticelerlY
where they may be at crese-eazeeetee with the United F.eeldem
and south Africa.

There must be no mistake. Saute Africa is the kay and tne
rrezeleel barrier te eenuine majoriey rele ee Southern
Afeica. Until south Afeica is eeeseaded or eerood to stop
veoLating sanctions and previdieg aid to S•uteern ahedezia
ene tO end :.":3 illegal occeestion of eaeieia, this r' see
eill leamaen fertile for ieszabeliey and external intetven-
tioe.

It.arpears that 2ritein has neither the eolieical nor the
eceeceec will to eahe hard decisions, nor ehe abiliey to
assuee it4 jeet reseensibilities in eouteetn Reedesea.
Streagar efeeres should be made to e.	 :age	 .,.....c r1
tO

	

	 sc. io belieee that we:: firm and creative Ameriean
teate-e. m..,.2ritiee woule fellew ser lead, ,:es1Di ,:=

any eeeaseec ecnst=aints that may infleeece teeir

eceseeence of the Saleebery egroen.3r. Mill creeee the
seteation the United ezetes eenseeteee7y has erled to aveie-e
escalatee Sevier and Cueen miieare leeeivereent on she side
of the Ieberation forces in Zoeeeeen Afreca. a eceture
that would win for them greater edvantagee and eepulariey
among :efrizan states.

meet nce allow last-, eat concerns to interfere with our
sr port of a tactic :rent eiple in the eaneect Of ieternaticnal
eclicy. the right of self detrmieeeien.

tenile cur government is cceeieted to esacs with stability in
wcrld affei=s, Ulc:::; emerecans =re eedieated to peace
jesteee and tctel dezolenezaticn cf the African zoneinent.

On behalf of the meehers of the Coneressicnal Eleck
we ur:entle request a meeting eite you to discuss the ceieis
en Southern 7.hedesea and feeehe 	 ehe a zeeeeent epeerteeity
to review eerrene overall d:,ract,mns of	 rn:Icy toward
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THE ALL AFRICAN PEOPLES REVOLUTIONARY PARTY

is organizing

AFRICAN LIBERATION RAY

• Saturday, PflaV . 13, 1978

Malcolm X Park
stn & Euclid N.W.

Washingtoil l D.C.
Assemble: 10:00 a.m. - March: 11:00 a.m.

(To South African, Rhodesian & Israeli Embassies)
Rally begins: 1:00 p.m. - ends: 7:00 p.m.

March for:Pan•Africanism

Build the A.4 P R P.
Other ALD Demonstrations
organized by A-APRP Include:

May 20th Toronto, Canada
27th - Kingston, Jamaica

Box 2125
	

Harrisburg, Pa. 17105	 (717) 232-4480

For further information contact: A-APRP	 Box 3307
	

Washington, D.C. 20009	 (202) 387.8996
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